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Bob Dylan last played at the Royal Albert Hall 47 years ago, on the
controversial tour where he played an acoustic first set but upset the folk
purists by using a rock band backing for the second half.
Last night there was no acoustic set, and only two songs remained from his
1966 repertoire. Dylan’s band – George Recile on drums, Tony Garnier on
bass guitar/standup bass, Stu Kimball on rhythm guitar, Charlie Sexton on lead
guitar and Donnie Herron on a variety of instruments including violin, banjo,
mandolin, pedal steel guitar and lap steel guitar – provided solid and
accomplished backing without intruding on the star performer. Dylan himself
didn’t play guitar but spent more than half the time at a baby grand piano; the
rest of the time he stood in semi-darkness, at the centre-stage microphone.
The concert consisted of two sets, the first of about 45 minutes, the second
slightly longer. The songs came from every decade of Dylan’s career, though
mostly concentrated on his more recent material, particularly on his latest
release “Tempest” (2012). He opened with “Times Have Changed” from the
2000 film “Wonder Boys”, then went way back to 1963 for “She Belongs To
Me”, in an arrangement that would hardly be recognised by fans from 50 years Apologies for the
before. Times have changed indeed.
quality of the picture
Highlights of the first set included a soulful “What Good Am I?” from “Oh, but, as mentioned in
Mercy” (1980) and “Duquesne Whistle”, the much-played radio hit from the text, Bob stayed
“Tempest”, propelled by the upright bass pulse of Tony Garnier, and a new in the shadows for
the majority of the
arrangement of “Tangled Up In Blue” from “Blood On The Tracks” (1975).
show
Alan
The second set opened with “High Water (for Charlie Patton)” from “Love And
Theft” (2001). Continuing the Blues connection, “Early Roman Kings” from “Tempest” featured a
Chicago-style “Hoochie Coochie Man” stop-go rhythm. “Simple Twist of Fate” was the night’s
second selection from “Blood on The Tracks”, the only 1970’s album represented in the show. The
last three songs in this set all came from the “Tempest” album. “Scarlet Town” is a folksy tale of
nostalgia and lost opportunity, and “Long And Wasted Years” continued this mood of looking back
with regret. Between these two songs, the beautiful “Soon After Midnight” has a late 50’s sound with
enough swamp pop feel that it would fit easily into Li’l Band O’ Gold’s repertoire, with some tasty
steel guitar from Danny Herron.
After a short break, Dylan and the band returned for a two-song encore, both songs drawn from his
60’s catalogue. “All Along The Watchtower” was performed in fairly straight-forward fashion. In
contrast the arrangement of “Blowin’ In The Wind” was almost unrecognisable, but highly effective.
The lights went up as the performers took their bow to great audience applause – the first time we
saw Dylan out of the shadows. And then they were gone.
Dylan’s voice has never been to everyone’s taste, and lately it has become somewhat frayed, on
occasions rasping and croaky, though to my ears it was less rough-edged on this night than on the
“Tempest” album. The voice is still capable of tenderness as shown on “Soon After Midnight”. He
played harmonica sparingly throughout the evening, but when he did, on “She Belongs To Me”,
“Love Sick” and “Blowing’ In The Wind”, it was enthusiastically received.
At 72, Dylan is still capable of writing songs to match those of his heyday, and his performance here
was committed. He is still well worth seeing, and still has something to say.
Alan Lloyd
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Woody says:

“Took you long enough to
think of me considering
my name. Anyway, there's
a snake in my boot so...
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Ho Ho Ho Folks!!!
It's Christmas time again, what happened to 2013? I know, that has already been said to you too
many times during these past days, weeks, months, so I am not going to dwell on that too much,
suffice to say while many people love Christmas there are those who for many reasons, both
personal and otherwise, do not. So we will simply skip past the festive season altogether through
almost all of the first month of January to that magical last Sunday of the 26th, when many Woodies
meet up with friends old and new for our annual 2is Reunion/British Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show, this
one incredibly being our ninth. What a line up we have for you. Let’s take a look at who will be
treading the hallowed boards of the Borderline come the day I know so many of you so much look
forward to.
CHRIS ANDREWS
Chris Andrews was born in greater London (Romford, Essex),
England on October 15th 1942. He started playing the piano at the age
of five. At first he studied classical music, switching to blues and
Rock’n’Roll at the age of twelve. At this time he started learning the
guitar being influenced by the skiffle king Lonnie Donegan (for whom
he later composed). Chris then formed his own skiffle band and played
in local clubs and halls in Essex.
At the age of fourteen he started performing at larger venues in
London, as the lead-singer in a big band. His first TV appearance was
at the age of fifteen on the very popular rock show Oh Boy, and
continued performing with ever more well-known artists.
In 1962 he travelled to Germany, at first playing clubs in the Frankfurt
area, finally playing the Top Ten Club in Hamburg and the famous Star Club, where he appeared
with the Beatles, Gerry And The Pacemakers etc.
Back in England, he formed the group Chris Ravel And The Ravers and toured all over the U.K. The
first recording Chris made was with the Ravers, a song penned by Chris called “I Do” released on
Decca records.
In 1963 Chris met up again with Adam Faith with whom he played in the early days at the 2is club
in London’s Soho. Adam was looking for new songs, and Chris wrote for him a top five hit;
appropriately called “The First Time” and he went on to write many more hits for Adam including
Adam’s only hit in the USA “It’s Alright”, which also featured in the film “Good Morning Vietnam”.
Adam later introduced him to Sandie Shaw and Chris wrote several hit songs for Sandie including
“Girl Don’t Come” and “Long Live Love”: in total over a dozen of Sandie’s recordings reached the
top twenty around the world. It was at this time that Chris Andrews’ life was to change. Chris played
Sandie a song, which she turned down, so Chris played the song to Andrew Loog-Oldham (the
manager of the Rolling Stones, who was always looking for songs. He said: "You should sing the
song yourself!" - the song was called “Yesterday Man”. This recording went on to sell millions
world-wide. He continued recording, having continued success with “To Whom It Concerns”, “Pretty
Belinda” etc.
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1970/1980 Chris has written many hit songs for artists around the world, also writing the music for
a London West End musical “Tom Brown’s School Days”. singers who have recorded his songs
include Cher, Mamas And Papas, Agnetha (from Abba) on her last album, Tremeloes, Casuals, The
Fortunes, Frankie Valli, Suzy Quatro plus many big hits for German, French, Italian, Scandinavian,
Benelux etc. The LP ‘Heart To Heart’ was released in 1986.
1990/2000 Chris was presented with the BASCA award for his life time work as a songwriter. Still
gigging in Europe; more than 130 gigs a year! CD "Get Up And Party" was released, and in 2002
CD "Exile" came out. In 2008 he released the maxi-CD "Country Boy At Heart" and in 2009 Chris
recorded the duet "Pretty Belinda-Schlauchboot" released on EMI.
July/August 2009/February 2010: Chris is once again in the charts with "Pretty BelindaSchlauchboot" and the “Yesterday Man” remix. The new maxi-CD "Africa" was released in 2010.
The current album "Fifty-Fifty" was released in April 2011 and distributed through Koch Universal.
"Fifty-Fifty" is a time-travel through Chris Andrews’ music-style and history with songs from the early
sixties up till today. The two duets with the Rubettes and also the English/Spanish duet with Leticia
are only some of the many highlights!
2012: Maxi-CD “Life In England” and “Up On The Roof” (as a duet with the Austrian Rock’n’Roll
singer Andy Lee Lang). 2013: Christmas-duet “White Christmas” with German singer Tobee.
2014: Rock’n’Roll album “Still Rockin’ And Ravin’” will be released in January.
Chris lives in Germany and Spain with his wife, manager Alexandra. They enjoy the same hobbies:
their Icelandic horses and - of course - music. Chris continues writing and performing successfully,
mainly in Europe, singing and playing to audiences in excess of 20.000 people.
Chris and Alex founded the charity "Wings Of Agnes" named after Chris’s mother. The first charity
night with international artists was a great success. Chris and Alex are also supporting the
“Kinderschutzzentrum Dortmund” especially the project "Taffy", a prevention-project against abuse
on children between the ages of 4 and 6 years.
Further UK news:
April 2012 special guest at the Jet Harris memorial.
July 2011 Chris had the honour to play and sing in the Royal Festival Hall London amongst other
famous international songwriters like Bob Stanley (St Etienne); Graham Goldman (10cc); Rob Davis
(Can’t Get You Out Of My Head); Nick Coler (Love Machine); Barry Mason (Delilah); DJ Laura
Coxeter and DJ Sheila B.
June/July 2010: over the past months, Chris was a regular contributor on the Brian Matthew show
"Sound Of The Sixties" playing songs Chris had performed, produced and written for other artists thank you, Brian!
From October 15 2009, a video of Sandie Shaw, singing "Girl Don’t Come" was shown in the
National Portrait Gallery London.
Chris Andrews was honoured at the 50th anniversary of the discos. His records have been the most
played records over the past 50 years!
MIKE BERRY
The legendary Mike Berry, also known as “The British Buddy Holly”, was
born in Northampton in 1942. His first recording debut was a cover of the
Shirelles’ 'Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow' on the Decca label.
His first UK hit in 1961 was the sincere and haunting 'Tribute To Buddy
Holly' - now a pop classic - which earned him the title of “The British Buddy
Holly”, whose admirers are Sir Paul McCartney, The Crickets, and Maria
Elena (Buddy's wife).
In 1962, Brian Epstein invited Mike to headline shows featuring a relatively
unknown Liverpool group. John Lennon was so impressed with Mike's
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voice and stage presence that he insisted on writing a song for him. Sadly, for Mike, the Beatles
exploded on the scene shortly after and this song never materialised. In retrospect, John should
have offered 'Bad To Me' to Mike, but this went to Billy J Kramer, one of the Epstein stable, and
earned him a number one hit.
Mike’s backing group has always been The Outlaws, the original line up including Ritchie Blackmore
and Chas Hodges. The latest incarnation have been backing mike for 21 years.
His biggest hit was with a song written by Geoff Goddard entitled 'Don't You Think It's Time', which
reached number 6 in 1963, and was produced by the legendary Joe Meek.
The multi-talented Mike also became a TV star in the 70s, with major roles in 'Are You Being Served'
and 'Worzel Gummidge'. Mike recently did a lengthy radio interview with a major USA radio station
where there is a cult following for 'Are You Being Served'.
In 1980, he earned a gold disc for his unique rendition of the 1913 hit, 'The Sunshine Of Your Smile',
which remained in the top ten for twelve weeks.
This exemplary “rocker/balladeer” has never stopped touring, his career spanning over 50 years,
and his extensive Rock’n’Roll repertoire is guaranteed to excite and energise every audience.
Mike toured extensively throughout the country with the late great Jet Harris up to early 2011 and
always received standing ovations at every concert. This is testimony to his undisputed talent and
ability to inspire, achieved through his perfect musicianship and immaculate vocals. Mike Berry
really reaches out to his audience, whom he treats like old friends, sharing a warmth, sense of
humour, and an innate musicianship which is irresistible, and accounts for his longevity as a top
entertainer!
Whilst Mike is, indisputably, a sensational balladeer, his main passion is, and always has been,
good old Rock’n’Roll.
Not to be missed !!

Copyright - Stockton/Bourne 2013

JIMMY POWELL
Those involved in the front line of Tales From The Woods will know I
have been very keen to have Jimmy Powell on our show since we
added the Rock’n’Roll Heritage to the 2is Reunion title for a very
simple reason. back in those halcyon days of the early to mid-sixties
of the blues/rhythm and blues boom scene, London, as with most
other cities, played host to the many young British groups. Many
clubs and venues pulsated with the sound of this home grown
variation, none better in my opinion than that of Jimmy Powell and
The Five Dimensions. With their powerful attack and Jimmy’s soulful
vocals they left soon to be far bigger names in the shade. Circa
1964/1965 I saw them in action at the often referred to and long gone
Cooks Ferry Inn, Edmonton many times and have numerous fond vivid memories of their exciting
performances.
Barely in to his teens Jimmy was playing in a skiffle group around his home town area of Selly Oak,
Birmingham, which soon transgressed into a beat group 'The Jumping Jacks'. As the decade of the
fifties approached its final months he formed a band which carried the name ‘The Detours’. Two
years on, turning professional he headed off to the Star Club, Hamburg with ‘The Rocking Berries’.
Last April at the Borderline another former member of that group put on a jaw dropping performance,
singing bass player Bobby Thompson.
Once back in London Jimmy auditioned for Jack Good who secured him a solo contract for Decca
Records. His first cut was a brilliant cover of US Rhythm and Blues singer Buster Brown’s ‘Sugar
Babe’ which he included often in his gigs at the Cooks Ferry. On guitar was no less a figure than the
late great Big Jim Sullivan who I am proud to say has graced a TFTW stage in the past. If that ain’t
enough, the record was produced by our January headliner Chris Andrews. Beginning to seem like
one big family aren't we folks?
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Jimmy will be performing ‘Sugar Babe’ along with it's equally good follow up ‘Tom Hark’ and ‘That's
Alright’. The latter was recorded after the formation of Jimmy Powell and The Five Dimensions which
included guitarist Gary Leport who had jumped ship from the Moontrekkers who had recorded for
Joe Meek who, of course, come April TFTW will be paying tribute to at the same venue.
Rod Stewart, a school friend of Leport, joined as harmonica player and occasional singer, touring
up and down the country interspersed with London dates at venues that were the cutting edge
during this period including Marquee, Flamingo, the aforementioned Cooks Ferry Inn and what
could easily be their spiritual home, Richmond’s Crawdaddy Club. Once Rod The Mod went his
separate way, Jimmy and The Five Dimensions could be heard backing Millie Small on ‘My Boy
Lollypop’, TV appearances on the seminal Ready Steady Go programme, and appeared alongside
John Lee Hooker, and the Rolling Stones at the All Night Rave, Alexander Palace (or Ally Pally as
us kids would have called it).
Various incarnations of the Dimensions continued through much of the sixties with and without Five
in the title. Appearances alongside Cream, John Mayall’s Bluesbreakers, and Jeff Beck’s Group
which now included Jimmy’s former band mate Rod Stewart at the west end theatre associated with
so many milestone gigs during his brief heyday, Saville Theatre 1967.
Through the remainder of the sixties and well into the seventies he recorded a collection of singles
and a couple of albums of self-penned material "Come On Down To My House” [1969] and “Hold
On” [1973]. Jimmy will be bringing along his recent compilation CDs which will no doubt fly from our
merchandise table released on See For Miles and Castle Music labels.
This will be Jimmy’s first London appearance on a London stage for decades. He like us all at TFTW
can hardly wait. Don't let this wonderful opportunity pass you by, as with most of our shows these
line-ups are one offs, never to be repeated.
BUDDY BRITTEN
Buddy Britten is, as many of you may know, no stranger to a Tales
From The Woods stage, appearing on our early shows, a guest on
the first of our 2is Reunion shows when the 100 Club was our home,
returning to headline in our follow up show. Buddy makes a very
welcome return to our show on the 26th January, No 9 in the series.
Since Buddy was last with us a whole lot has changed; we have
moved to the Borderline; we have added British Rock’n’Roll to our
title, allowing us to pay homage to establishments of rockin’ history
outside of the confines of Old Compton Street; we have been able
to go from strength to strength with what is considered to be the
finest backing band in the UK which you will all hopefully be able to
see in all its six piece glory come January.
Buddy‘s very name suggests a love for Buddy Holly. Young Geoffrey, as he was in those
days, witnessed his hero in concert in London during the American legend’s one and only tour to the
UK in March 1958. To quote from Buddy from the sleeve notes of his excellent compilation CD
(more about this later) "He leapt around the stage like a lunatic, his fender Stratocaster heavily
amplified". He just knew from that moment on what he wanted to do. Upon leaving school it was not
too long before he was playing professionally with Vince Taylor and The Playboys, before becoming
a part of the coterie of young hopefuls of promoter/agent Reg Calvert who christened him with the
stage name of Buddy Britten, assembling a backing band based around the Crickets which became
The Regents. February 1962 saw his debut release on Decca, a Jim Dale penned ‘Don't Spread It
Around’ with his own composition on the B side ‘The Beat Of My Heart’. Soon he was a regular
attraction on the package tours that played up and down the land in those days before heading off
to Hamburg to play the legendary Star Club like so many of the wonderful performers who have
appeared on our show in recent times.
Soon Buddy and The Regents were wisely recording and performing very credible versions indeed
of American R&B such as ‘Money’, ‘She's About A Mover’, ‘Shot Of Rhythm and Blues’, all of which
I am sure he will be performing on stage at the Borderline in January.
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Norman Petty, as most of the folks who read this magazine will know, produced most of Buddy
Holly’s hits, heard about this British boy and came to check him out in the UK. Petty produced
Britten’s own composition ‘My Pride And Joy’, the B side a version of Terry Noland’s ‘Long Gone
Baby’, indeed considered to be his greatest performance on record but also an extremely rare
occasion where the British cover version is superior to the American original. Will Buddy be
performing this song in January? Yes he definitely will, it has already been rehearsed.
If it is your first time seeing Buddy, as those who were lucky enough to witness him in action at our
show a few years back will know, you are indeed in for a treat. Excellent guitarist, pianist and singer
he epitomises professionalism. Buddy still performs often around his adopted home of Jersey in the
Channel Islands and over the last three decades has become a highly respected and successful
author with many acclaimed novels to his credit under the name of Glover Wright. The excellent CD
to which I previously referred is entitled “Buddy Britten Lone Gone Baby Complete Singles 19621967” which contains excellent sleeve notes written by no less a figure than that of Spencer Leigh,
a must for fans of British and Rock’n’Roll generally. Buddy will have a pile of these CDs for sale on
the merchandise table in January.
Thank you to both Buddy and Spencer as I had to dip into the sleeve notes for a few facts and
figures contained in this profile. Even if you missed all our previous eight shows, don't miss this one.
It's going to be, in the words of Eddie Cochran, "Somethin’ Else".
SAM HARDIE
Tales From The Woods expanded our annual shows from 2is
Reunion to include British Rock’n’Roll Heritage to enable us to pay
homage to other cities whose contribution equalled, or some may
suggest surpassed in terms of influence, the Old Compton Street
landmark that is the 2is, bringing in legendary names from
Liverpool’s Cavern such as Beryl Marsden, Karl Terry, Bobby
Thompson and of course Kingsize Taylor. It was for his band The
Dominoes that Bobby played bass as well as provided vocals on
occasion when required who provided such a storming set at last
April’s show. It was a couple of loyal Woodies and TFTW gig
attendees and very fine occasional writers for this very magazine,
Gary Enstone and cousin Clive Soden, who suggested another
name they thought we should consider, another Domino member,
this time their singing piano man Sam Hardie.
Sam was there right at the beginning of the burgeoning music scene in the fifties, first a singing
piano player on Merseyside, extremely likely also to be the first nationwide, singing the hits of his
heroes from way across the Atlantic - Little Richard, Fats Domino, Amos Milburn, Jerry Lee Lewis.
Sam was founder member of the aforementioned Dominoes whom I think most connoisseurs of
Rock’n’Roll and rhythm & blues would agree were not only the finest band to ever emerge from
Liverpool but anywhere in these isles. Sam’s set-list encompasses a stunningly exciting and varied
act; no reliance on old favourites here. I can’t tell you more, it would be giving too much away. I am
pretty sure that Sam’s CDs will quickly vanish from the merchandise table not too long from stepping
off the Borderline stage.
I can see that the roof of this highly regarded central London music venue of some three decades
or more will become detached from its walls on many occasions come the evening of 26th January.
It is just a matter of which one of these five fantastic performers raises it a mere inch or two higher.
Enthusiasm for this show amongst artists and musicians, along with many of our regular rockin’ folk
who attend year after year, is indeed second to none. Even if you missed every show TFTW has
promoted in the past you simply can’t afford to miss this one. It will certainly be something to tell your
grandchildren all about.
¯
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May I take the opportunity to remind all you good folk that each and every Wednesday at 9pm that
Radio Sutch (internet only, sorry to those who have not as yet allowed computers to enter their daily
lives) are transmitting pre-recorded live TFTW shows that we have promoted at the Borderline over
these last few years. At the time of writing they have exhausted our entire available output and are
in the process of repeating the entire series. Soon to come will be what many consider one of the
best nights of American meets British Rock’n’Roll that our capital city has seen in decades, when
American piano and sax playing singer Roddy Jackson, along with our full six piece Tales From The
Woods Band as well as the finest of British, Cliff Edmonds, performed at the Spice Of Life a few brisk
steps from Leicester Square.
Our upcoming January show will eventually be aired too, once all the artists have heard their sets
and agreed to release. The station is run by Giselle, daughter of the drumming legend who for many
years amongst many other bands sat at the skins for the late Screaming Lord Sutch and His
Savages, helping to keep alive the music of all rockin’ musicians, be they British or American.
With the terrestrial airwaves (notable exceptions being for the most part BBC Radio 2) boringly
broadcasting the same ultra-commercial pop, or radio friendly oldies often in unimaginative loops
on a mind numbing daily basis, Radio Sutch deserves all the support we can offer them. Tune in,
settle down with a beer, coffee, whatever tickle your fancies, I am sure you won’t be disappointed.
Everyone involved in the station gives up many hours of their precious time to keep all that we love
alive. Drop them an email, let them know you’re tuning in, they will be happy to hear from you.

Another station that deserves all the support we can offer, again battling the odds to survive, is that
one time ship of influence at the cutting edge of all that was musical, I refer to Radio Caroline. No
longer battling the elements, the DJs these days occupy a land-locked studio in a town situated in
the Medway. For the past amazing thirteen years Dell Richardson has been broadcasting from 6pm
for three hours every Tuesday, playing all the rockin’ sounds you would expect to hear, along with
a competition to test your knowledge.
I, as previously mentioned in these pages, have been a guest on the programme no less than six
times which pales in comparison with Woodie Peter Gold for whom I believe his next appearance in
March 2014 will be his fourteenth. We here at TFTW raise a toast to all those radio folk out there
who work so hard for all forms of roots music on stations big and small, internet or terrestrial, legal
or otherwise, who give up their time for no other reason than love. If you are involved with a station
that broadcasts any roots music covered in this magazine either regularly or nowhere near as much
as we should like, drop us an email, or give us a call. Let us know all about yourselves, we’ll try and
let as many people as possible hear about you.
¯
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Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
We shall be returning to the Borderline for the second year in succession, in April this time on
Sunday 27th April, to pay tribute to legendary record producer Joe Meek who, as many readers of
this magazine will know, and for those who may not, operated a studio in Holloway, north London
on a shoe-string budget and barely enough room to swing the proverbial cat. Despite the odds
(seems to be a regular theme in my column this issue) he took what was at the time a highly topical
record to the top of the British charts, ‘Telstar’, just after the launch of the satellite of the same name
into outer space. A group called the Tornados, which included a very good friend of ours here at
Tales From The Woods on drums, no less a figure than that of Clem Cattini, took the revolutionary
sounding single to that coveted No 1 spot in 1962.
Joe helped to launch the career of many performers before troubles, both imagined and real, caused
him to shoot dead his landlady before turning the gun on himself in 1967. Those not familiar with the
tragic tale of Joe Meek can find out more by checking out an "okay" movie made a few years ago.
We shall be bringing together many of the artists who worked with him back in those heady days of
the sixties. One of the headliners will be Chas Hodges, he of Outlaws and Chas and Dave fame,
who will also be acting as MC and link man for the evening. Although Chas has performed for us
twice during 2013, this will be the first time in such a role, and I am sure it will all fit like a glove.
Returning for the second time, also headlining, will be Cliff Bennett who put on such a wonderful
show for us at the Borderline this past January.
Our third headliner will be appearing on a TFTW stage for the very first time, the lovely lady who will
bring a little glamour to the proceedings, Billie Davis, who took ‘Tell Him’ high in the charts in 1963
on Decca before moving to Columbia where she recorded ‘Whatcha Gonna Do’ with ‘Everybody
Knows’ on the B side with Simon Scott’s backing group the Leroys. Simon as you will recall was on
our show No 5, the first after relocating to the Borderline from the 100 Club.
Also a first timer is a man with a powerful Elvis inspired voice, Dave Kay, as is representing
Liverpool on this occasion Lee Curtis, who has no connection with Joe Meek at all except he did
work alongside a Joe Meek performer, the late Screaming Lord Sutch. We have had many artists
on our 2is shows who never set foot in the 2is in this Old Compton Street institution so Lee is not
doing anything we have not done before, that's what makes us a little different. Returning will be
Robb Shenton who, along with our wonderful Tales From The Woods Band, will be performing at
the 2014 Americana Festival in July as was announced in this column in our previous issue no 75.
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Singer and songwriter Ray Dexter who recorded his arguably best known tune ‘Coalman’s Lament'
at Meek’s studio and who appeared on a couple of our earlier shows. Last but by far no means least
is a man who has performed at many of our 2is gigs, as well as an Empire Theatre Halstead show,
along with private parties and even back in the long gone days of TFTW jam sessions, Danny
Rivers makes a very welcome return. This however will be the first at our now comfortable home of
the Borderline. By the time Issue 77 hits the screens or your doormats we shall be able to furnish
you details of tickets and times.
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
TALES FROM THE WOODS BAND
If anyone was remotely in doubt that the
Tales From The Woods Band did not justify
their ever increasing reputation as one of the
finest backing outfits in the UK, after the
band’s
spectacular
showing
behind
American rocker Roddy Jackson at the
Spice Of Life, although they barely had more
than a pre-gig run through, no one was
happier than Roddy himself as it soon
become obvious the amount of home-work
preparation that had gone in to the set sent
from his home in California.

© Paul Harris

Led by lead guitarist John Spencely who
has, over the past three years, along with each member of the band guided them to the deserving
position of eminence that they now occupy. Brian 'Bunter’ Clark who returned to the drum stool
after a number of years 'stickless' in our original mk1 houseband. I think it is only fair to say that
Brian really got bitten by the performing bug when sitting in as a guest drummer behind the now
world famous James Hunter who had been hired by TFTW Membership secretary Ken Major for his
day job retirement party in the basement bar of the Royal George pub which is situated adjacent to
the stage entrance to the Borderline. It has been said that there "ain’t a rockin’ tune Brian don't
know". His fountain of knowledge is evident in every one of his catalogue of reviews he painstakingly
put together for this magazine over some seventy plus issues now available to read on our website,
a formidable task recently completed by our webmaster of distinction Alan Lloyd. It would be unfair
not to mention Howard Tibble who so kindly sat in for us when Brian’s busy schedule has prevented
him from being with us, Roddy described him as the best drummer he has personally ever worked
with, praise indeed from a man who was there almost at the beginning and has rarely stopped
rockin’ since.
The imposing figure of bass man Robb Davis, either with a stand up or an electric bass, came to
us via numerous guest spots before joining us when the first band and TFTW went their separate
ways. Likewise for the wonderful keyboard player whom no amount of words of praise could really
do justice to, the lovely Claire Hamlin who must be one of the most hard working musicians in the
business, playing in a number of bands, possibly most prominently the Dice People and on
occasions can be spotted around a few Essex towns accompanying the man described by one
magazine as the best warm up man around, Rockin’ Gerry. Tenor sax man Alex Bland is no
stranger to anyone on the rockin’ scene, be it here in the UK, Europe, and USA, there can’t be too
many sessions he has not played, not too many artists he has not blown a sax behind.
It is impossible now to imagine any of these fantastic band members not being a part of the band or
indeed part of Tales From The Woods who have played a massive role in taking us to where we are
now, which leads us to our most recent member baritone sax man Sid Phillips who needs no
introduction from me whatsoever. Member of Cliff Bennett’s legendary Rebel Rousers, with whom
he still plays, and first joined in the days when Rock’n’Roll was still very much in the cradle this side
of the Atlantic in 1957, an incredible 56 years ago. Sid first came to blow behind Cliff as recently as
last January and already it seems he has always been there. What a band, what great musicians.
Not seen them yet? Those with their hands in the air, certainly about time you did.
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As always I end my column with the passing of many of our musical heroes
who have sadly died but before I do that I have a more personal sad duty
to inform you of the passing of one half of the singing duo who took their
Eurovision song ‘Are You Sure’ to the top of the charts back in 1961. A
phone call earlier this week (at the time of writing last week of November)
from a very upset John Allison whose life-long friend, singing partner and
stage brother Bob Allison had died earlier that same day. We here at Tales
From The Woods are indeed very proud we were able to reunite The
Allisons after many years, for what would prove to be a triumphant return
to the stage at a private party a couple of years ago which you can find
reviewed in Issue 63 of our back issues to be found on our website. We shall be paying tribute to
Bob in Issue 77 but in the meantime may I extend, on behalf of us all, our sincere condolences to
Bob’s family, friends, John Allison and to their many fans both here and abroad.
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to singer,
songwriter, guitarist Lou Reed who died from complications attributed to
a liver transplant earlier this year on 27th October 2013 aged 71.

V

V

I always felt that erstwhile DJ and broadcaster on all things world and
roots music, Andy Kershaw, summed up my feelings, and no doubt the
vast bulk of our readership, when he stated "Any rock that does not roll I
ain’t much interested." However, for me at least, there have been a few
exceptions over these past few decades or more; Springsteen definitely,
Hendrix being another, Ray Davies former frontman of the Kinks and
writer of all things London and Home Counties is another for whom I have
never shied away from voicing my admiration. It could be argued that all the above have
considerable amounts of Rock that does Roll, or true Blues in their soul. Likewise for the man we
here at TFTW have to sadly pay tribute, Lou Reed certainly did far more than most musicians,
exposing criminally neglected talents to a huge, mostly youngish, audience who otherwise would
not have been exposed to.
I witnessed Lou Reed in concert many times over many decades, commencing way back in the
seventies at the Hammersmith Odeon (now called the Apollo… groan!) He was still riding high from
his second solo album Transformer, the standing room only audience made up of a bizarre mix of
sexually ambiguous gals and guys, hairy blue-jeaned rock types so typical of the seventies.
Obviously many came because their hero David Bowie had produced that aforementioned album,
with more than a few studious looking muso types. The sound for much of the gig was diabolical as
it so often was at this 3000 seater surviving art-deco masterpiece in west London.
That did not deter me from seeing him again in the flesh many times in the coming years however;
Wembley Arena twice, one of which was during the brief Velvet Underground reunion; Royal
Festival Hall; Barbican; Shepherds Bush Empire and again at Hammersmith Odeon. Amongst these
shows I witnessed Katie Webster, the great swamp boogie queen, who was brought along to tinkle
the ivories and sing backup vocals. On another occasion I was introduced to the huge talent of the
castrato jazz singer Little Jimmy Scott. My jaw dropped in disbelief at the soulful sound emerging
from this tiny man who stood a few feet stage left of Lou singing the heart-breakingly haunting
backing vocals on Satellite Of Love. Maybe before stepping in to the auditorium I was vaguely aware
of the man’s name, but I came away totally converted, proving after many decades of musical
education I still had a great deal to learn. When Jimmy came to play London in his own right at the
Jazz Café I was there in the audience, mesmerised, as were more than a couple
of Woodies that wonderful evening.
On record too he brought in the Five Blind Boys Of Alabama on one occasion,
on another, my personal favourite Lou Reed album New York, he hired the
services of the great Dion Di Mucci and so it goes on. The final Lou Reed gig I
will now ever see was at the Barbican in 2004 which I reviewed within the pages
of this magazine, introducing the talents of Antony of Antony and The Johnsons
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fame to a British audience a few years before we would seeing him cropping up on television’s adult
music programme Later With Jools Holland.
As the new century progressed it became increasingly fashionable for promoters to charge
ludicrously inflated prices for tickets, a trend I would not and still won’t have any part of, so the final
few visits Lou made to our shores would not have me present. If you have not already assumed I
was very much a fan, Lou Reed is and will remain as much a part of my psyche as Gene Vincent,
Jerry Lee Lewis, Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy Waters and all my other musical heroes who have made up
the soundtrack of my life.
Lewis Allen Reed was born on 2nd March 1942 in Brooklyn, New York City to an affluent middle
class Jewish family, his father a tax accountant, his mother a former beauty queen. By the time the
young Lewis had reached the age of 11 his family had moved out to Long Island and it was here
that his teenage angst turned his life around. His ears appeared to be glued to the radio, soaking up
the sounds that would turn into a lifelong love affair, doo-wop that no doubt could be heard, found
and seen on every street corner back in the fifties.
Those ears were soon picking up such diversity of sound as Rock’n’Roll and avant-garde Jazz and
he was soon teaching himself to play guitar. By age 14 he was part of a local doo-wop group The
Jades. To his parents he resembled a teenage alien due to his total obsession with music at the
expense of all other interests, coupled with his resentment of all that his parents held dear. Maybe
worst of all in their eyes, his increasingly flamboyant dress and effeminate manner held fears of
homosexuality and they sent the teenage lad off to psychiatric hospital for electroconvulsive
treatment, which naturally failed to “cure” him, only providing a lifelong hostility to the indignity thrust
upon him at such an early age.
Aged 18 in 1960 he enrolled in Syracuse University where he embarked on multi-course studies in
film directing, creative writing and journalism, where he would fall under the spell of poet and short
story writer Delmore Schwartz. Graduating in 1964 he was finally free to pursue his obsession since
childhood, music, finding employment virtually immediately as a production line style songwriter for
Pickwick Records whose principal business function was to churn out budget price records for
supermarket chains, dime-stores and the like. No doubt a comparison could be made with the now
amazingly quite collectable Embassy label here in the UK whose main outlet was the sadly missed
Woolworth chain, although unlike their American counterpart they chose to produce inferior cover
versions of chart records of the day as opposed to virginal material.
One of the compositions that Lou wrote was a cash-in on the endless
variations of the dance craze that followed in the aftermath of the Twist; this
particular opus entitled The Ostrich threatened to become a hit. A band was
hastily assembled to promote it, and it was within the ensemble that he met
lifelong friend and by far his most relevant musical collaborator, John Cale.
This classically trained Welsh born musician, whose main instruments were
the viola and bass guitar, had studied composition with both Aaron Copland
and Iannis Xenakis and performed with John Cage and La Monte Young’s
Dream Syndicate. Upon learning that Reed had played The Ostrich on a
guitar with all its strings tuned to the same note certainly made Cale take
notice, and within a very short time they were rehearsing in a seedy
apartment on the lower east side, joined by a friend from Syracuse on rhythm
guitar, Sterling Morrison, along with a bohemian sculptor friend on drums,
Cale with Reed
Walter De Maria, trying out what must have seemed an endless parade of
names including The Warlocks, The Falling Spikes, The Primitives to name
but three. De Maria departed the fold, his replacement being almost as brief before the eccentric
stand up female drummer joined, Maureen 'Mo' Tucker. It was then that they finally settled on the
name that, many years hence, would become synonymous with one of the most influential rock
bands of all time, Velvet Underground, which was a pulp paperback devoted entirely to aberrant
sexual behaviour.
Returning from a London visit with records by The Who and Small Faces in his bag, Cale set about
influencing Reed to change the direction for their band, from the over used Bob Dylan influence of
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the time, a near folk rock sound, to something far more
confrontational and adventurous with Reed wading in with an
abstract noise of free-form jazz, Cale interlacing his viola drones
with piano along with Mo Tucker beating the life out of her tom-toms.
It has been said that the sound that they created was both
rudimentary and yet artistically sophisticated. What can’t be denied
is that it is those very contradictions that attracted the attention of
Andy Warhol and they were soon whisked away to the home of a
menagerie of artisans, bohemians, wannabes, misfits and
dreamers known as The Factory. Amongst this motley collection
was a German actress/model who had, just prior, made a record in
London, Christina Päffgen, otherwise known as Nico who would
soon intone Reed songs such as Femme Fatale, All Tomorrow’s Parties, I'll Be Your Mirror with her
deep almost expressionless voice. For a while she became their fifth member.
Their debut album outside of their native New York City was met with, at best indifference and at
worst outright ridicule. It was the summer of love… there would be no room for songs about
sado-masochism, drug addiction and prostitution, just like during this period of so-called optimism
there was no room for Rock’n’Roll, and the Blues other than a young white guy’s take on it, or indeed
roots music generally. By the time of the release of the second album, containing White Light/White
Heat and Sister Ray, songs that would remain forever associated with the Velvet Underground, Nico
had departed.
After the second album John Cale departed after endless personality clashes with Reed. Two more
albums followed and it was the fourth and final which contained a song Lou would perform live
throughout the remainder of his long career when the mood suited, Sweet Jane. By the time the
album saw the light of day Reed had split, for over a year working as a clerk at his father’s firm.
Finally re-emerging in 1971 with a contract with RCA Records, the first solo album looked as though
he would repeat the lack of commercial success that plagued the Velvet Underground. However the
second would change his fortunes beyond recognition, the Transformer LP produced by admirer
David Bowie. From it came the single Walk On The Wild Side, in the words of the song a whole
entourage of Warhol characters coming to life. Obviously a performer of such non-commercial
instincts could never expect to repeat the success of that single; to use his own description of
himself "I am an acquired taste", although the collaboration of a diverse cast of singers performing
on his song Perfect Day was no doubt a healthy boost to his bank account.
Able to ride out the fashions and fads of the seventies through glam-rock to
punk with the morbidly brilliant album, Berlin [1973] and Metal Machine Music
[1975] (I personally was never able to complete a listening of this double sided
album of guitar noise which remains un-bought to this day), Street Hassle
[1978] remains a firm favourite, in particular Lou’s depiction of life in the endless
cycle of deprivation through generations in The Kids. The Bells [1979] and The
Blue Mask [1982] contained songs on the subject of dysfunctional families,
anonymous sex in seedy back rooms, all guaranteeing a total lack of radio
airplay. However with the 1989 masterpiece New York songs such as Dirty
Boulevard could be aired without too much protest.
The following year he was reunited with John Cale to create an affectionate tribute album to their
friend and mentor Andy Warhol following his sudden passing. Songs For Drella in 1993 saw the four
original members of Velvet Underground reunited for a series of European dates. It ended naturally
in shambolic acrimony although it would prove timely as rhythm guitarist Sterling Morrison died in
1995. The three remaining members were briefly brought together one final time the following year
when they were inducted into the Rock’n’Roll hall of fame.
Reed’s later career was never short of activity, collaborating with Richard Wilson on several theatre
pieces, films with Wim Wenders, and collaborating with his partner for over twenty years, the
composer Laurie Anderson, the couple finally married in 2008. Tribute pieces to Buddy Holly and
his close friend for many years, the songwriter Doc Pomus.
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Among the many literary heroes he held dear were William Burroughs, Hubert Selby Jnr, Raymond
Chandler, Edgar Allen Poe, the latter had an album dedicated to his writings in 2003, The Raven,
which Lou would perform a few pieces from the last time I would get to see him in London the
following year.
Lou Reed very much lived the life he sang and wrote about, going up to Harlem to shoot up heroin,
he was speaking from personal experience, likewise for transgressive sex or indeed unintentional
mental torture inflicted at an early age and much more. It was all there for those who could listen.
As mentioned previously, he said "I am an acquired taste" and I am very pleased to be one of those
who acquired it.
Finally giving up drugs and drink at the turn of this present century, which had been his constant
companion since the sixties, between his first and second marriages Betty Kronstadt in 1973 and
Sylvia Morales in 1980 he lived with his transvestite lover Rachel for a number of years.
V
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Tales From The Woods belatedly raises a glass to blues singer and
guitarist, the wonderful Phillip Walker who died unexpectedly and
suddenly of heart failure at the age of 73 upon 22nd July 2010.

V

V

Phillip Walker at Blues
Estafette 2004 © Paul
Harris

Phillip Walker was a hugely respected and highly influential musician
amongst his peers, but sadly never crossed over to the Blues buying fans
to allow him the acclaim and status he so richly deserved, forcing him to
remain very much a cult artist throughout his long and varied career which
no doubt allowed him a comfortable living but never to move in to the top
drawer bracket which he so richly deserved.
Veteran TFTW contributor and Blues fan Shaky Lee Wilkinson and I were
privileged to witness this versatile guitarist and singer in action a few
times during what is now generally considered to be the golden decade
for true blues at London’s 100 Club, the final decade of the last century.
Always immaculately turned out in three piece suits, shirt and tie, his
appearance at least contradicted the image of a down at heel blues musician. A powerful singer
blessed with a rich and expressive tone, guitarist of both flair and imagination, overall a performer
of intelligence. We used to say that surely it is just a matter of time before he cracks it, soon to be
lauded alongside Buddy Guy, B.B.King, John Lee Hooker etc. Sadly it would remain never to be in
life and, as yet, neither in death.
Born one of 12 children, of which he was the seventh to arrive upon 11th February 1937, the small
south Louisiana hamlet of Welsh was his birthplace and home through to encroaching teenage
years when the family moved over the state line to Port Arthur, Texas, where it was he first took an
interest in the guitar. By his mid-teens he had already turned professional, his playing graduated to
such a degree of excellence he was soon to find a home in the band of local musician Lonesome
Sundown (the pair would be reunited for a while during the seventies), before jumping ship to Lonnie
Brooks, and again a while later to the man whose name would become legendary, that of
Louisiana’s rich musical heritage and synonymous with Zydeco, Clifton Chenier with whom Walker
made his first recordings, before moving on yet again to join the rough tough road-house circuit of
West Texas and New Mexico in company of guitarist Long John Hunter.
Releasing a debut single under his own name in the final months of the 1950s, Hello My Darling
which, despite doing good business in the confines of the blues market, did not lead to more and
better things recording wise. A couple of decades would have to pass before his name appeared on
vinyl.
Come the birth of the sixties he left his southern home behind and headed out west. Settling in Los
Angeles, spending the best part of a decade gigging around southern California, cutting some sides
with his wife Ina Beatrice Gilkey, a singer known professionally as Bea Bop, which would later find
a wider audience when released on an album The Bottom Of The Top [1973]. The final year of the
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sixties he would step into the shoes occupied by such luminaries as Travis Wamack, Dewey Terry,
Jimi Hendrix to name but three, when he took up a position in the band of the legendary Georgia
peach Rock’n’Roll legend, Little Richard. It was around this period he had a chance meeting with
the producing and song writing team of Bruce Bromberg and Denis Walker. Soon an artistically
fruitful association would greet the three man collaboration as the decade of the seventies moved
forth, the aforementioned The Bottom Of The Top released on the short lived Playboy label,
amazingly an off-shoot of the magazine of the same name.
Someday You'll Have These Blues was released in 1977 on the Joliet label,
along with being a long-time favourite of this particular blues fan, considered
by many to be one of his finest efforts and a creative highlight of the three
man team, the many facets of his diverse repertoire on display, from the
blues-soul of Part Time Love, Breaking Up Somebody's Home to low down
rough and hewn blues in the shape of Beaumont Blues. The same year saw
him providing contributions on his former boss’s, Lonesome Sundown,
critically acclaimed come-back album Been Gone Too Long, this too the end
result of a Bromberg, Wilson and Walker creation. The Blues Show Live At
Pits Inn [1980] along with a couple of albums on Rounder label From L.A To L.A [1982] and Tough
As I Want To Be [1984] were no doubt useful in gaining him a wider audience, his achievements
sadly vastly over shadowed by another Bromberg-Wilson artist with his smooth, relatively
sophisticated urban modern soul blues, Robert Cray, who scored international success that Walker
could only dream of. He continued to do what he had done for the three decades prior, gigging, now
taking on many European tours where he would find a loyal and keen following, recording in 1992
with our home grown giant of the Blues, Otis Grand, the results being issued on JSP label as Big
Blues From Texas [1992].
The 1990s would see him successively signed to Black Top, Alligator and
MC Records, which produced albums such as Working Girl Blues [1995], I
Got A Sweet Tooth [1998], the following year saw him teaming up with his
old buddies Long John Hunter and Lonnie Brooks for the Lone Star
Shootout album which deservedly won a blues music award. Next up
another live album, this time recorded at Biscuits and Blues club in San
Francisco, entitled rather predictably The Phillip Walker Big Band Live At
Biscuits and Blues. His final label would prove to be with Delta Groove
Records, his final solo outing Going Back Home [2007] while two years later
his name would appear on recordings made at the company’s All Star Blues
Review.
Whilst writing this belated tribute to this wonderful but sadly neglected blues talent I have, during a
part of this task, been playing his 2002 album, the previously mentioned Live At Biscuits and Blues,
kindly sent to Tales From The Woods by our good friend and great rockin’ guy Breathless Dan
O’Coffey. I’d like to mention in print my thanks to Dan for sending me not just this CD, but a batch
of a dozen or so that arrived through the post in the last week or so and also for the many that have
been kindly sent in the past. Indeed it is much appreciated, When time permits (which I must say is
increasingly a rarity) I will sit down with a can of bitter and have a natter but, in the meantime, thank
you Dan.
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A glass has to be raised one final time for this issue to rockabilly/country
singer, guitarist and songwriter Marvin Rainwater who died upon
September 17th 2013 aged 88 from heart failure.
Born 2nd July 1925 in Wichita Kansas, mother Stella and father Cicero
Percy Rainwater, by all accounts he had 25% Native American blood, which
he chose to exploit once becoming a professional performer by taking to
wearing buckskin jackets and headband on stage.
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Growing up during the great depression life was pretty tough, family radio tuned to the Grand Old
Opry; but it was not this yet-to-become American radio institution that captured the small boy’s
imagination… it was classical music. Taking up piano lessons that continued through his teenage
years, by now working heavy machinery in a wood yard, any dreams he may have held of one day
playing in an orchestra were crushed when part of his right thumb was sheared off in accident at his
work-place.
War years found the teenage Rainwater seeing considerable action whilst in the US Navy. It was
during these couple of years of conflict that, as a way to relax from the stress of combat, he took up
the guitar. Once home safe he belatedly found himself taking an interest in country music, Roy Acuff
being a particular favourite. Soon he came to appreciate that he possessed an aptitude for writing
songs, forming a little country band with his brothers. It was around this period that he adopted the
native American theme stage wear. Together with Roy Clark who, in those immediate post war
years, was a rising guitarist and keen to get himself exposed, Rainwater and Clark cut a few demos
for Four Star Records. Although a small collection of his songs would find life released on budget
record labels, it would be pop songstress Teresa Brewer who did far more to put money into his
bank account when she put his I Gotta Go Get My Baby high into the best seller charts.
It would be the program often quoted as a starting block for many would be performers, Arthur
Godfrey's Talent Hour on US television, where Rainwater would win first place on 9th May 1955,
which would quickly lead to a regular role on ABC TV’s Ozark Jubilee beamed out from Springfield,
Missouri, staying with them several years. Most important to the near thirty year old Marvin was a
recording contract with a major label of prestige, MGM. At first things seemed to be a little slow in
getting off the ground with a series of singles that failed to ignite interest until recording Gonna Find
Me A Bluebird. This rockabilly style country tune took him to the no. 3 slot on the American Country
charts, and a highly respectable place of 18 on the US pop charts. The follow up So You Think
You've Got Troubles failed to repeat the success. Next up a duet with Connie Francis on The
Majesty Of Love struggled to a position of 93 on stateside pop.
Come 1958 a dramatic change in fortunes, particularly in Europe where this
song would be forever associated, Whole Lotta Woman, a risqué ditty for sure
in those times, swept to the top of the UK charts in the spring of 1958 knocking
Perry Como’s Magic Moments from the top spot. The record would stay at no.
1 for three weeks, hitting 60 on the US pop charts and 15 on their country
charts.
Rainwater arrived in London during the late spring period of ‘58 to perform a
selection of concert dates along with television, including topping the bill of the prestigious and still
to this day fondly remembered Sunday Night At The London Palladium. I, then a 12 year old still
some way from becoming a muso nut, vaguely recall seeing him on this show complete with his
trademark bearskin and headband. The story goes that the airline company lost his case containing
band-parts (nothing has changed much there then in the intervening fifty five years) and once the
dust was settled it was decided to ditch the 40 piece orchestra for backing provided by Johnny
Duncan and The Bluegrass Boys, a stroke of sheer genius at the time that no doubt rescued his UK
debut.
The follow up I Dig You Baby dug its way into the British top twenty at 19, a success he failed to
match in his homeland. The final year of the fifties was very much a reversal as Nothin’ Needs
Nothin’ and Half Breed both made very healthy positions on the US Country charts peaking at 11
and 16 respectively, the latter made 66 on billboard pop. His final brush with the charts came in 1961
when I Can’t Forget managed a 119 pop placing.
Although his chart days were behind him he continued to record for a variety of labels through the
sixties - United Artists, Warner Bros, and Sonet, at one point starting his own label Brave Records.
He was, during the earlier part of the decade, forced into temporary retirement after developing
callouses on his vocal cords. Once out of enforced retirement he revisited John D Loudermilk’s song
writing talents after Half Breed had been a very successful foray few years before, by recording Pale
Faced Indian which failed to interest many at the time but not too many years hence would hit paydirt
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Hemsby 43

under a new title of Indian Reservation for both Don Fardon and
Paul Revere and The Raiders.

In the 70s Marvin developed throat cancer from which he
happily, albeit slowly, recovered. Soon he was in demand for the
UK and European stage as well as his homeland and Canada
in the wake of the mid-seventies Rockabilly explosion, where the
major part of his appearances were his main-stay for the
remainder of his life. I caught Marvin in action a few times at the
Hemsby Rock’n’Roll Weekenders, in the days when all Woodie
Hemsby revellers stayed alongside the American artists in the
Marine Lodge, Great Yarmouth (as we still do except it is now
much further down the Norfolk seaside town’s golden mile at the
Comfort Inn). Making my way down, bleary eyed and worse for
wear from the night before, from my room for breakfast meant
that I had to pass through the conservatory. It was at this
seemingly unearthly hour of the morning that I found, after
tripping over Marvin's guitar lead and falling head first into the drum-kit, that he was already up and
rehearsing with his backing musicians at this early hour. I forgot all about my breakfast after
recovering from my embarrassment to stick around as this legendary performer ran through his set.
He came back to play Hemsby more than once again, the final time he was well into his eighties.
Soon however the decades of endless touring took their toll on his voice. A final recording session
remains unissued but far sadder still, apart from losing his voice there was very little money
forthcoming, reduced to living in a caravan on Minnesota wasteland. Is that any way for a songwriting singing guitarist of talent to spend his final days? On a happier note he became the 73rd
inductee to the Rockabilly Hall Of Fame.

Reminiscing with Rockin' Ricky
Rockin' Ricky Stevens is a name well familiar to Woodieland as the
affable, professional MC for the annual "Tales From The Woods" UK
Rock & Roll Heritage shows, that have taken place at London's 100
Club and the Borderline. With his band the Velvet Collars he set an
all-time record for playing continuous Rock’n’Roll in 1976, earning a
place in the Guinness Book Of Records for making music for six
whole days, and scored a minor European chart hit in 1978 with his
versions of Tommy Roe's "Sheila" and the Crickets' "Someone
Someone". Ricky lends his pleasant voice to seventeen best-loved
Rock’n’Roll classics on a new release on Gracehaven records,
"Reminiscing With Rockin' Ricky".
Well, there's eighteen songs actually; "Baby I Don't Care" is given not
only the Elvis treatment but that of Buddy Holly too, both very effectively. Classic rockin' covers like
Cliff's "Move It", Buddy's "That'll Be The Day", "Maybe Baby", "Heartbeat" and "Peggy Sue", Eddie
Cochran's "Three Steps To Heaven" and "Summertime Blues", Ricky Nelson's "Hello Mary Lou" and
Elvis's "When My Blue Moon Turns To Gold Again" are mixed with evergreen mid-tempo items and
ballads such as Emile Ford's "What Do You Want To Make Those Eyes At Me For", Hank Williams'
"Your Cheatin' Heart", Conway Twitty's "It's Only Make Believe", Buddy's "Rainin' In My Heart" and
"True Love Ways", Elvis' arrangement of "Let It Be Me" and Elvis's own "Loving You".
An enjoyable release by a truly great guy, and one and all I'm sure look forward to seeing Ricky tread
the Borderline boards once more in January to introduce the UK rockin' legends appearing at what
will surely be another milestone show in TFTW history.
Brian Clark
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Pete Stanley
Chatted to keith
Like the Dale Hawkins interview that appeared in Issue 74, this interview with the UK’s finest
bluegrass, folk banjo maestro was conducted in the year of 2007 and has waited patiently over the
past six years to find exposure within these pages. It was conducted in the private upstairs bar of
the King & Queen pub in Fitzrovia, in the very same room that a virtually unknown young
American folk singer/songwriter in very early 1962 performed to a mere handful of enthusiastic
patrons; his name… Bob Dylan. TFTW’s profound apologies to Pete Stanley for the delay in
publishing. Our third and final unreleased interview will appear in Issue 77 conducted in the same
room around the same period with 2is original Jay Chance.
I used to wander around Soho if I’m talking about when I was 16 or 17. I
would occasionally go down to Soho just to pose and wander around but
then in 1955 I got called up. I was in the Royal Air Force where I did my
two years national service. One time I came up to London, I had a lady
friend at the time who did go round Soho, and we went to the 2is but
couldn’t get in as it was jam packed solid. I went next door to the Heaven
and Hell and watched the Worried Men skiffle group play and had a chat
with them and that was it really. I knew nothing about the general massive
music thing which was taking place. When I came out of the air force I went
to the Princess Louise in High Holborn where there was a folky sort of thing
going on. I think it was Chas and Nancy down there and I think that maybe
I’d been there once while I was doing national service. When I came out I
went back there again and I think it had been taken over by Ewan MacColl
and the ballads were ruling; Peggy Seeger was there, Ralph Rinzler, Dean Gitter.
I used to hang out at the jazz sessions at the same time but when I got seriously into the music it
was more the folk stuff. I saw Jack Hadley around, Derroll Adams occasionally (when he was sober);
Derroll and Jack worked together as a duo. I saw Muddy Waters at Islington Town Hall. I walked out
- he was electric and I’m a purist. That was in ’58. I think there might have been Robbie or Jimmy
McGregor and Alan Lomax and then Muddy Waters… disgusting.
I turned professional in 1960. I was hoping to go to America and in those days you had to have a
sponsor. The guy I’d asked to sponsor me decided he was going to sponsor somebody else after
I’d told everybody I was going to America. I was still working in the Civil Service, the Overseas
Geological Surveys where I was a petrographic microtechnician. I made sections of rock for
microscope study. I was occasionally, in the evenings, working with Wizz Jones so he said, “Why
don’t we go to Paris and busk?” So we went to Paris and starved to death for three or four days.
I then headed south to St Tropez. I got there before he did and, as soon as I walked down by the
harbour, banjo in one hand, rucksack on my shoulder, this woman came up to me and said, “Do you
know Noah Harrison?” I said yeah (I’d seen him on television) and she said, “Will you play in my
nightclub?” I was whisked off to Portofino and I was in Portofino about six weeks. The money wasn’t
bad, it was Portofino and it was 1960. I met a young American girl, Mimi, and she said, “If you come
down to Florence come and see me.” When I finished playing in Portofino I went down to Florence
to see her. Her flatmate Keke said, “No she’s not here.” I asked if I could leave my banjo and she
said, “Banjo? Do you know Ben Rifkin” I said, “He’s a banjo player in New York.” She said, “Oh you
know Ben Rifkin, play me some banjo.” I played her some banjo and she said I could stay. We’re
still in touch. Mimi’s still in New York, where she’s a successful artist and got a big loft. I saw her
about six months ago and we chat on the phone. Keke inherited, we think, 50 million dollars and
runs a film company and a Haitian restaurant in Miami. Every so often she says, “Hey come on
down, I’ll give you some money” so I go down and she says, “Here’s some money.”
That was in 1960. I guess I must have come back in about 1961 and I think it was then I ran into two
guys from Los Angeles called Dave and Rob Mangurian; one played guitar and the other played
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mandolin, I played banjo. We were the Tennessee Three because Johnny Cash only had two,
probably the first British bluegrass band. We worked around for about three or four months and we
got front cover on the BMG magazine. Terrific.
I worked with Wizz again for about another two or three years together then I went off and worked
with Brian Golby and I was a professional musician. Officially I’ve retired now becoming 65 or 70.
How can a musician retire? You still play, still do gigs here or there, whatever comes up. There’s an
advert on television at the moment, somebody trying to fix a screw with a Sabatier knife, Gordon
Ramsay. I’m the banjo player. If it comes along it comes along doesn’t it? They ring up, say £300,
thank you very much.
Brian Ferry’s manager rang up and said, “Will you come and audition for Brian Ferry?” I said, “Who
the fuck’s Brian Ferry?” (as you do.) He said, “You must know Brian Ferry!” I said, “I don’t, why
should I, I’m into folk music.” He said, “Please come over and audition.” I said “What do you want?”
He said, “We’ve got this record.” and it was called The Anthology Of American Folk Music: The
Harry Smith Collection, was three vinyl albums and it covered Uncle Dave Macon and The Carter
Family, all old hillbilly stuff and blues. I said, “What do you want from me?” He said, “We’ve got this
track by Buell Kazee.” I said, “I know it.” He said, “Oh you’ve got the CD?” I said, “No I’ve got the
vinyl.” It came out in ‘52 so I must have got hold of that in about ’55 or ’56 and I played for Ferry and
he said great, terrific.
That was fun because Buell was in a three piece band so I had my mate Brian Golby playing guitar
and a guy called Laurie Harper playing mandolin and fiddle and I played banjo. We did Petworth
House and Castle Howard and to walk out onto a stage and see fourteen and a half thousand people
there you just go “WHAAT?” Then Ferry called up and said would I do the Royal Festival Hall with
him so I did that - he played piano and I played banjo over there. I do the occasional gig with him; I
don’t go out of my way to chase around, I can’t be bothered. I’d rather be home in the evening, pop
out at 10.00 to the pub, have a couple of pints and that’s it.
In the days with Wizz the biggest tour we did was something like 30 gigs over 31 days, all booked
by postcard, all around the country… Blackpool, Halifax, Huddersfield, Sheffield. We will be in your
area next week or next month and people would write back (I didn’t have a telephone for a long, long
time) just absolutely anywhere. Then Wizz and I would do the summer season down in Newquay at
the Folk Cottage at Mitchell. We ran that five nights a week and a local folk club ran it one night a
week. It was way out in the sticks; people would get lost with their cars as the locals were tearing
up all the signs we put out because they didn’t want people driving around their fields at two in the
morning. There was no alcohol there, take your own party four of Watney’s Red Barrel.

The End

At the top of a steep street leading off from
Burnley town centre lies Electron – a double
fronted retail shop that proudly displays the
epithet ’Burnley’s only specialist record
dealers’. This once thriving enterprise is still
open for business today, and still “ticking over’
as proprietor Leslie Baxter told me when I
called in to see him prior to the Burnley v
Bournemouth match on November 9th.
In 1946 his father, James, was working as a
cine operator at the long gone Capitol cinema
in nearby Nelson, and having become skilled in
electronics whilst serving in the RAF decided to
open up his own shop on this very same spot,
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initially supplying and repairing electrical appliances. Indeed, a clock on the wall, which has been
there since 1947 and continues to display the correct time, is etched with the words ‘Electron Radio
and Electrical Services’.
At the beginning of the fifties Jim Baxter opened secondary premises at 137 Leeds Road, Nelson,
with the family living in accommodation above the shop. This was on a block which is still standing
and is well known locally as the ‘tall buildings’ due to their considerable height.

Whilst in his early teens Les helped out at the Burnley establishment and then became a trainee
television engineer on leaving school. In 1959, by which time Electron had expanded into the record
business, his dad asked him to take temporary charge of the Nelson shop. By then it had relocated
further along Leeds Road to number 48 which was closer to the town centre, and where the shop,
run by Les, remained until 1983 when it was forced to shut due to planned local redevelopment and
consequently impending demolition. As Les wryly remarked “It must have been the longest
temporary job in history”.
It was here that I spent many a happy hour on a Saturday from the mid-sixties onwards, rummaging
through the stock of singles, EPs and LPs and perusing record company catalogues that Les was
happy to provide access to. There were also the three listening booths where one could hear
records prior to considering the purchase thereof.
The shop seemed to have a scent of its own – perhaps it came from all that lovely vinyl before the
advent of CDs? It was also much more than a record store – it was a place used for social gathering
to meet like-minded souls and discuss the merits of particular records and artists.
With Nelson’s red-fronted Leeds Road shop gone the operation relocated to the nearby Arndale
Centre, and although Les was still in charge the Electron experience just wasn’t quite the same. Les
began to divide his time between the Nelson and Burnley branches, with his dad continuing to work
part-time at the Burnley shop until he died in 1997. Whilst he continues to retain an interest in the
Nelson establishment Les took over the reins in Burnley completely and there he remains to this
day, as affable as ever and still keen to help record buyers whether it is new or used vinyl or compact
discs that they are seeking.
He considers the heyday of the business to be the early to mid-sixties when long-playing records
became increasingly popular. His own musical tastes are quite expansive but Rock’n’Roll and soul
certainly feature high on his personal agenda. I did ask him a year or so ago when I bumped into
him at the Great British Rhythm & Blues Festival in nearby Colne if he was contemplating retirement
but his response was a simple “What else would I do, Lee?”
A local institution for more than half-a-century, Electron was, and still is, Burnley’s only specialist
record dealer, having seen off the likes of HMV, Virgin and Our Price. So, if you are ever in the
vicinity why not pop along to 2 Hall Street and see Leslie Baxter at one of the last of the ‘proper’
record shops.
Lee Wilkinson
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JAZZ JUNCTION
Benn Clatworthy at East Side Jazz Club
12 November 2013
You can take the boy out of the East End, but you can’t take the East End out of the boy.
And although Benn Clatworthy moved to Los Angeles as a teenager in 1980, ’e ain’t lorst
none of ’is accent (so to speak). Back home in this Leytonstone pub, The Crown, he gave
the impression of having just popped into his local to entertain the regulars; such was his
easy rapport with those present. Before the start, the sound of a police
car siren from the street below, a memory from his youth perhaps, had
him feigning legging it.
Benn’s roots in London go back to his cockney grandmother, Gertrude
Lawrence, the actress and revue artist who became the first British
performer to star in an American musical on Broadway, when in 1926
she opened in the George and Ira Gershwin musical Oh, Kay! However,
as he was born three years after her death, any influence is purely genetic.
A tenor saxophone protégé of Ronnie Scott, Benn Clatworthy was joined
by a rhythm section of John Donaldson (piano), Simon Thorpe (bass) and Clive Fenner
(drums). Although John Coltrane’s influence hovered over him, his ballad playing on Billy
Strayhorn’s Lush Life, Lennon and McCartney’s Here, There And Everywhere and Marvin
Gaye’s What’s Going On was imaginative and lyrical.
Benn’s love of Latin music was shown by way Clare Fischer’s bossa nova Pensativa, but
making a stronger impression was the self-composed Kandahar, which was Coltrane-esque
and reflected a far-eastern spirituality rather than the murder and mayhem of the recent
present. His committed, individual style made for a thoroughly enjoyable evening that will not
be soon forgotten.

John Altman at East Side Jazz Club,
19 November 2013
The following week’s programme of the East Side Jazz Club took place
at Tommy Flynn’s, actually the same pub but a change of name viewed
with resigned contempt by locals. This state of mind was nothing new to
them, as they had suffered similarly for the period when The Crown
became The Sheepwalk, although those who did complain were barred.
John Altman was announced as another ‘local made good’, but this musical polymath’s
upbringing was nothing like other locals. He made his first stage appearance when aged
three. Standing in the wings at the Palladium, he spotted his uncle Woolf Phillips conducting
the band, ran on to the stage only to be picked up by Judy Garland, who sat him on her knee
and sang Over The Rainbow to him. Another uncle was arranger and bandleader Sid
Phillips, so music and entertainment was clearly in his blood.
With an extensive collection of jazz records in the home and a mother who had known
Coleman Hawkins and Fats Waller, his love of jazz was inevitable. He started learning to
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play piano from an early age, and by the time he was thirteen was playing saxophone in a
blues band whose entire repertoire was lifted from a Muddy Waters LP. This was repeated
at his twenty-first birthday party, only this time it was with Muddy Waters, who jammed at his
party the whole night.
At university he joined the blues society, and got to play with the likes of Mississippi Fred
McDowell, Champion Jack Dupree and Son House. In the ’70s, he started to appear on the
London jazz scene, and worked for five years with Slim Gaillard. He went on to become
arranger and musical director for Van Morrison, and during the next decade began
composing and arranging for TV and films. Apart from EMMY and BAFTA awards, working
on several platinum-selling albums, composing for many TV adverts, he has also found time
to conduct the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, run big bands in three different countries, and
to play and record in his own small jazz groups.
On this night John Altman was joined by Mitch Dalton (guitar),
Dave Green (bass) and Clive Fenner (drums). His instrument of
choice was a curved soprano saxophone, which looks like a
baby alto and some musicians find more comfortable to play
than the more common straight version. He added variety by
doubling on baritone sax on a couple of numbers.
Sheepwalk regulars nodded their heads in sympathy and wistful
memory at There Will Never Be Another You (music by Harry
Warren) and There’s No You (Hal Hopper), on which the
baritone sax was employed.
Numbers were often introduced with interesting background
information. John had played with Herb Jeffries, the composer
of Flamingo, when the latter turned ninety-nine. This number
had been recorded by Duke Ellington in 1940 during Herb’s stay
with the band. Serenata was composed by Leroy Anderson, who
also wrote The Typewriter, which became popular in the 1950s
and is now the theme song for Radio 4’s The News Quiz.
Blue Mitchell’s Latin-flavoured Fungii Mama was a highlight, and It’s All In The Game begat
the quiz question: who was the only US Vice President to get a number one hit? The answer
is, as often is the case, not as straight forward as you might have thought. The facts are that
the music to the song was composed in 1911, when it was titled Melody In A Major, and it
did not become It’s All In The Game until Carl Sigman added lyrics in 1951. It was however
the 1958 recording by Tommy Edwards which reached number one. Its composer was not
Vice President when he wrote the music, nor alive when it became a hit. The name? Charles
Dawes.
That John Altman has been involved in musicals was no doubt the reason for the presence
of two actors from the London stage, each of whom he prevailed upon to sing. This was
enthusiastically welcomed by the Tony-nominated Tracie Bennett, who gave a dramatic
rendition of Summertime, but Jason ? (I did not catch his name), who has appeared as
Sammy Davis Jr in The Rat Pack and is shortly off to Broadway, felt stitched up, perhaps
accounting for his choice of Who Can I Turn To?
This entertaining evening came as a pleasant surprise, and if it was mainstream jazz, it was
none the worse for that. And although saxophone and guitar dominated, it was the succinct
solos of bassist Dave Green that caught the ear.
Dave Carroll
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Charlie Gracie
Having been a Jerry Lee Lewis fan from the age of 12, when I saw him live on the “Myra Tour” at
the Granada Tooting (he went home after I saw him perform) I have over the years collected all of
his music, but I also enjoy all types of music and have a vinyl collection which ranges through classic
to jazz and country, but my real love is Rock’n’Roll.
I have until this year never seen Charlie Gracie live, but recently have had a bonus of seeing him
twice in the space of less than two weeks, and meeting a truly nice man and a great performer.
My wife and I booked to go to the Ponderosa Stomp when we found out Charlie was playing this
year, and took the chance that nothing would change in the months leading up to us going to New
Orleans for the performance in October. We knew there was a “meet and greet” the day before, and
were pleased to get the chance to see the man himself telling his audience about his early life and
how he got his break. He is an entertaining guy to listen to, and he played some of the songs that
made him a star. His wife Joan was also with him at the event. There is an added bonus, as the
whole hour that Charlie was talking and playing they were filming it for a documentary.
When his presentation was over he went with Joan to talk to the people out in the lobby, he spent a
long time talking to me, and was happy to have pictures taken and to sign pictures for us. He and
Joan came to the first night of the Stomp and sat with us and American Woodies Jay McCaddin and
Paula Chamberlain.
The next night at the Stomp with the Deke Dickerson band
as back-up, which included Mitch Palmer on keyboards
from the Haunted Hearts and a brilliant female guitarist, to
say he rocked the joint was an understatement, and was
an act that would be hard to follow by anyone. He sang all
his hits from Butterfly to Cool Baby (but oddly not
Wandering Eyes).
Charlie got a great response from the audience, and joked
about being better known in the UK. He told brief stories
and one liners that had the crowd laughing, and kept it to
© Jay McCaddin
a minimum so as not to interrupt the flow of great music. At
the Stomp conference though that is where he really told
some good tales. There was some dancing on the very fringe of the crowd, but most people wanted
to get as close as they could so they could see him work his magic on the guitar. That being said
almost all were either bouncing in place, clapping or moving in some way to the music.
He asked if there were any Brits in the audience and played a bit of
Maybe It's Because I'm A Londoner as well. He reminisced how Elvis
went to L.A. but he went to Biloxi, which made the audience laugh. He
played a really great Guitar Boogie when his fingers were a blur - it
brought the house down; even the band applauded him. He was brought
back for two encores and the crowd wanted more, but the next act was
due (or overdue ) on stage. He followed acts by Spencer Wiggins,
Boogaloo, and the Gunga Dins (who were a great act too) and was
© Dave Thomas followed by Chris Montez and The Standells which is when we left the
venue.
On the 17th October we went to see him again at Dartford F.C., arranged by Woodie Geoff Bayford.
DJ Pete Bruce soon had the jivers out on the floor, and the opening band was Fever who later that
evening backed Charlie. The band were tip top on the night and it was about 9.45pm when Charlie
joined them on stage (for more details of the group see below).
It was a different audience to the USA who did not seem to respond to Charlie in the same way the
USA audience had. Maybe it was because at The Stomp he socialised with the fans before his
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show, but at Dartford was kept in his dressing
room until it was time to go on stage, and he was
unused to having "minders." British Rock’n’Roll
audiences are far more reserved than American
audiences anyway; the Americans tend to want
to party as soon as any music starts and are far
more vocal. But once Charlie started his act, the
hall was packed with people listening to a man
who at 77 knocked ‘em dead. He made his usual
joke about sounding like a cockney - when he
sang Maybe It’s Because I’m A Londoner the
audience had a chuckle.

© Kevin Grayson

He played most of the songs he made hits, and
again played Guitar Boogie which knocked the
drummer out - he was open mouthed at the way Charlie played that guitar. On finishing his act he
came off stage, and as we were luckily enough at the side of the stage, he recognised us and said
he would see us outside. I had an LP of his which I wanted him to sign, and as I went out with
everyone else, he saw me in the queue, recognised me and said “This is the guy I met in New
Orleans and we had a great time at the conference and Stomp!” He also remembered my name. I
could not believe he remembered me when he must meet so many people in the course of his
travels to various countries and different venues. After having my LP signed we said our goodbyes
and said we hoped to see both him and his wife Joan again.
I must say I regret not getting to see him when we were BOTH younger but it was worth the wait to
meet and see a true Rock’n’Roll legend like Charlie Gracie.
Len with Charlie

Charlie Gracie set list:
Ponderosa Stomp – Saturday October 5 - Act 4
Just Lookin’ | Rock-A-Beatin' Boogie | I'm All Right | Butterfly
| Ninety Nine Ways | Just A Gigolo | Cool Baby | Fabulous |
Guitar Boogie | You Got A Heart Like A Rock | Encore:
What’d I Say
Dartford Football Club, Thursday 17th October
All of the above except Just A Gigolo plus Wandering Eyes
| Tootsie | Head Home Honey | I Love You So Much It Hurts
| Shake Rattle & Roll

Details of Fever
Geoff’s son Nick played a white ibanez af57 through a
Fender blues deluxe amp. Wil Collins Nuttal played a
custom double bass through trace Elliot speakers and his 17 years young son Billy Collins Nuttal
played a red club rock Gretsch drum kit. The trio have been together with their current line-up for
about 30 months. They play a blend of their own stuff written
by Wil, and the rather more unusual covers. More info on
Charlie with Tina
facebook everrockabillyrnrtrio, with several clips on
YouTube from their recording session at Sugar Ray’s
recording studio.
Fever set list:
All the time | Save my Soul | Birth of the Boogie | House of
blue lights | Rhythm in my soul | My babe | Crazy dreams |
Oh yeah | Call me Shorty | Ready Teddy | Man on the prowl
| Rockabilly boogie | Thing called love | Long tall sally | Put
on your dancing shoes
Len Challis with a little help from Tina
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOULS
AL JOHNSON
Al Johnson, while never really in the spotlight, had over the last forty odd
years quietly created some classic moments in soul music for himself and
others as a prolific songwriter, singer, musician, and more recently a musical
director.
Alfred Orlando Johnson was born 1948 in Newport News, Virginia.
In 1966 he, as a scholar at Washington's Howard University, DC, along with
other students formed for their own enjoyment the harmonising vocal group
Al & the Vikings. During 1967, after much enthusiastic feedback, the guys
began to take the music business more seriously, changing the group’s
name to firstly the Unique Five and later the Unifics. Their smooth harmonies
and dapper attire soon gathered a large following around the Washington area, and began to attract
attention elsewhere.
After many personnel changes the group settled as a quartet, with Johnson on lead vocals. In 1968
the group signed with manager Guy Draper, who landed the act a contract with Kapp Records, also
becoming their producer and principle writer.
It wasn't long before the Unifics hit both the R&B (3) and pop charts (25), with their dramatic soulful
'Court Of Love'. The follow up, 'The Beginning Of My End' continued in the same vein as its
predecessor, which also sailed into both R&B (9) and pop charts (36). Two further releases in 1969
saw the group with two more R&B hits, 'It's A Groovy World' (27) and 'Toshisumasu' (36). Their final
forty five was 'Dawn Of A New Day (In My Life)' on Jerry Butler's Fountain label.
The Unifics split in 1972, with Johnson going on to become a respected session musician, arranger
and producer for such acts as the Dells, Peabo Bryson, the Whispers, and Norman Connors.
In the late seventies Johnson once again tried his luck as a recording artist. He formed a short lived
group called Positive Change, who released one album, POSITIVE CHANGE, on Fortress Records
out of Marylands.
In 1978 he recorded the awesome solo album PEACEFUL. Although the album is wall to wall quality
soul, it was almost totally ignored at the time. The album was chock a block full of essential soul
material, particularly 'I've Got My Second Wind', 'Since You Walked Out Of My Life' and 'I'll Do
Anything For You'. Soul music at its finest.
His earlier connection with jazz/soul producer Connors proved fruitful, as in 1979 Johnson was lead
vocalist on the song 'Your Love' for the Connors album INVITATION. Following on from this
Connors brought Johnson to Columbia, also producing Johnson's major label debut, which gave him
a chance to reach a much larger audience. The resulting 1980 album, BACK FOR MORE, turned
out to be an excellent mellow soulful gem, that included a number of new cuts, plus re-recordings
of a few songs from the PEACEFUL album.
Connor paired Johnson with Jean Carn for the title cut on the album, an enduring soul classic duet,
'Back For More', which finds Johnson back in the R&B charts, peaking at 26. The rest of the album
is simply oozing with some seriously expansive soul, especially the up-beat 'I've Got My Second
Wind', which made 58 on the R&B charts, and the delightful ballads 'You Are My Personal Angel'
and 'Peaceful'. Both his solo albums are considered to be two of the great soul albums from this
period.
'Back For More' was well covered, two superlative versions being, from 1978, the original version
by Marlena Shaw, and a great rendering in 1993, by our Bobby Womack as he duets with UK’s finest
Lulu, which made the UK top thirty. Johnson spent most of the eighties and nineties continuing to
provide session help for a variety of soul artists.
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In 1999 he went back into the studio to record his first album in nearly two decades, MY HEART IS
AN OPEN BOOK, for the small Clout label, which found Johnson still in excellent voice, which
updated the classic soul sound of Johnson’s first solo work.
He guested on Jeff Major's 2002 album SACRED 4 YOU.
In 2004 the Unifics reunited, Johnson being joined by ex Unific Tom Fauntleroy, along with Charlie
Lockheart and Garrett Hall to complete the quartet. They once again built up a following in the
Washington area, and released the 2005 album UNIFICS RETURN, a juicy slice of early seventies
style soul, produced by Johnson who also wrote the majority of songs on display. The group’s sweet
harmonising comes off best on slowies such as 'Any One Can Tell You' and the gentle smooth 'This
Is The Night We Love'. The album at times was let down by the dreaded modern curse, programmed
percussion and an over enthusiastic electronic piano etc.
Apart from his sparse recording work, he continued to be in demand for his various talented
aptitudes, and later became musical director with the Lloyd Price band, as witnessed at Rhythm Riot
in 2006.
He died 26 October 2013.
BOBBY PARKER
Bobby Parker will always be remembered for his 1961 soul masterpiece
'Watch Your Step', which was covered by amongst others Santana and the
Spencer Davis Group. The flip 'Steal Your Heart Away', was revived later by
the Moody Blues.
Born Bobby Parker on 31 August 1937 in Lafayette, Louisiana, his family
moved to east Los Angeles in 1943. Showing a great interest in music, not
quite into his teens, he persuaded his parents to get him a guitar. While still
in high school, he formed a band with the future R&B duo Don and Dewey
Harris. After winning a talent contest at Johnny Otis's Barrelhouse Club, he
was offered the guitar spot with Otis Williams and the Charms. From there,
he worked in Bo Diddley's touring band for three years, and then joined Paul 'Hucklebuck' Williams’
orchestra. Whilst with them he cut his first single as Bobby Parks. In 1958 he released his first solo
single, 'Blues Get Off My Shoulder' for Vee Jay records. The b side 'You Got What It Takes', written
by Parker, became a hit for Marv Johnson in 1959, but the composer credits were stolen by Berry
Gordy, Gwen Fuque and Roquel Davies.
By 1961 having left William's band, Parker settled in Washington, DC and played the blues clubs
around that area. It was here he recorded and released the single 'Watch Your Step' for Bobby
Caldwell's V-Tone label, basing the tune around Dizzy Gillespie’s 'Manteca' and Ray Charles
'What'd I Say'. It reached 51 on the Billboard hot 100, and was to be his only chart entry.
In 1969 he toured England and recorded 'It's Hard But It's Fair' for Paul Vernon's Blue Horizon label.
For the next few decades he survived on session work, mainly around the Washington area, finally
giving up music altogether for five years during the eighties.
After some thirty years in the wilderness, Black Top records plucked him from obscurity, and gave
him the opportunity to record again. His two albums on Black Top records, his first ever album,
BENT OUT OF SHAPE (1993) and SHINE ME UP (1995) showed that his talent was undiminished.
From here he would go on to perform at major blues festivals and extensive club dates.
He died 1 November 2013.
BILL SPOON
Former lead singer of the Soul Notes, Mr Spoon was truly one of the great
underground rare soul singers, who had a handful of superb forty fives and a
couple of albums to his credit. His very, very distinctive vocals and style have
graced the turntable in the soul kitchen over many years, particularly his brilliant
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1990 album TALK TO ME, on the Hense Forth label. He died 6 November 2013. (Full obit. next
issue)
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Part 7. Catalogue numbers in brackets.
Unless stated all comments relate to the A side.
HOT WAX and INVICTUS
Eddie Holland, Lamont Dozier, and Brian Holland, as songwriters and
producers did more to create the Motown sound than anybody else,
writing many of Motown's all-time greatest hits, effectively commanding
for a period the US pop charts.
The Trio left Motown in 1967. After some bitter legal disputes with Berry
Gordy, which basically kept them out of the studios for a couple of years,
they were finally free in 1969, and formed their own Hot Wax (distributed
by Buddah) and Invictus (distributed by Capitol) labels.
Personal problems and conflicts between the trio slowly pulled them
apart. So in 1973 Lamont Dozier left the Holland brothers to forge a very
successful solo career.
Both Hot Wax and Invictus labels were dissolved a couple of years later.
HOT WAX
Flaming Ember - Westbound No 9/Why Don't You Stay (101)
(US Hot Wax)
The first release on H/D/H Hot Wax Label, sister to Invictus. A four
piece white band, but you wouldn't know it as the sound is definitely
H/D/H through and through. Flaming Ember were already an
established group, and had previous hits on the Ric Tic label. No 9
is a brilliant uptempo number that's been played over and over in
Soulboy land.
100 Proof Aged In Soul - Somebody's Been Sleeping/I've Come
To Save You (102) (US Hot Wax)
Typical of the Detroit sound of the time. It reminds me of Junior Walker's 'Road Runner' speeded
up, with a heavy accent after each line of verse.
The Honey Cone - While You're Out Looking For Sugar/The Feeling's Gone (103) (US Hot Wax)
The three girls are very competent, but it’s really the immediate charm of the song that brings this
one alive. Again a perfect example of the Detroit sound.
INVICTUS
Chairmen Of The Board - Give Me Just A Little More
Time/Since The Days Of Pigtails and Fairytales (501) (US
Invictus)
A monster soul smash that needs no introduction. The arrangement
is so typical of the best of H/D/H that it clicks immediately and the
sound illustrates just how talented the threesome were. General
(Norman) Johnson the lead voice of the Chairmen is uncannily
vocally like the 4 Tops’ Levi Stubbs. An outstanding piece of vinyl.
Freda Payne - Band Of Gold/The Easiest Way To Fall (502) (US
Invictus)
Like the Chairman this also needs no introduction, and was also the second Invictus single to pass
the million mark in the States. The same jerky beat that always dominated H/D/H work is evident on
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this difficult kinda song. Have you ever listened to the rather weird lyrics? It deals with a young
married husband sleeping in a different room on his honeymoon and then disappearing. Indeed. But
it’s the sound and Ms Payne's performance that carried this gem to its dizzy heights.
Chairmen Of The Board - You've Got Me Dangling On A String/Patches (504) (US (Invictus)
Follow up to 'Give Me Just A Little More Time' is in a similar vein, but far more sing-along than Time.
Still very 4 Tops influenced with the General out in front again. It is so typical of H/D/H that the
production cannot be faulted. Alas despite the quality it was one of those tunes that after repeated
radio plays it became sort of boring. Flip side is, oh yes, the original version of Clarence Carter’s
million seller 'Patches', which by the Chairmen maybe lacks depth, but makes up for it in originality
and style. A superb outing.
Freda Payne - Deeper and Deeper/The Unhooked Generation (505) (US Invictus)
A very pretty, bouncy type of song, that reminds me of the Supremes’ 'Someday We’ll Be Together'.
Not as instantaneous as 'Band Of Gold' and failed to follow in its chart success.
Soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
CHECKIN' OUT MY SOUL... What Soulboy played yesterday.
1. Isaac Hayes - We Need Each Other Girl (stax 1974)
2. Gwen McCrae - It Keeps On Raining (cat 1974)
3. Bobby Womack - Fact Of Life/He'll Be There When The Sun Goes Down (UA 1973)
4. Preston Shannon - Lookin' For A Love (bullseye 1994)
5. Bobby Womack - Checkin' Out (org covey: shanachie 1993)
6. Lamont Dozier (Holland/Holland) - New Breed Kinda Woman (invictus 1972)
7. Barbara McNair - You're Gonna Love My Baby (motown 1975)
8. Linda Griner - Goodbye Crawl Lover (uk motor city 1991) note: was originally released by her on
Motown in 1963, as Good-by Cruel Love. ****
9. Shirley Brown - Move Me - Move Me (stax 1979)
10. Al Green - Keep Me Crying (hi 1976)
11. Gene Chandler - A Song Called Soul (constellation 1962) ****
12. Curtis Mayfield - Soul Music (curtom 1979) *****
13. The Five Stairsteps - Little Young Lover (buddah 1969)
14. Ted Taylor - Houston Town (ronn 1972) ***
15. Arthur Alexander - Set Me Free (ss7 1968) ****
16. Bobby Marchan - I'll Never Let You Go (us ace 1957)
17. Johnny Watson & Larry Williams - Keep On Lovin' You (okeh 1967) ***
18. Gwen McCrae - 90% Of Me Is You (cat 1974) *****
19. Eddie Billups - Shake Off That Dream (seventy 7 1973) *****
20. Fontella Bass - Homewrecker (paula 1973)
21. The Winstons - Need A Replacement (curtom 1968)
22. The Intruders - Cowboys To Girls (gamble 1968)
23. Billy Stewart - I Do Love You (chess 1965)
24. Little Hank - Mister Bang Bang Man (sound stage/london 1966)
25. Booker T/Judy Clay - Don't Get Weary Children (soundtrack 'Uptight' stax 1968)
26. Black Nasty - Getting Funky Around Here (stax 1972)
Remember you're in
safe soul hands with....

SOULBOY
Keep on keeping on
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You think you have the Blues! The melancholy song ‘Gloomy Sunday’ was penned by Hungarian
songwriter, Reszo Seress in 1932, after he broke up with his girlfriend. The song provided struggling
Seress a deal with a publisher, but a few months after the song was printed, a spate of bizarre
suicides occurred – 17 cases in Hungary alone. In all the cases there seemed to be links to the song;
either the deceased had been playing the song when they took their life, or they had referred to it in
suicide notes, or they were found holding the music to the song. ‘Gloomy Sunday’ was subsequently
banned by Hungarian radio stations, though many more suicides occurred across Europe and
America as the song was translated into English and performed by Billie Holiday and Louie
Armstrong. Eventually other radio stations banned it, including the BBC. It is reported that the
composer’s girlfriend killed herself shortly after the song was published, and Seress finally jumped
out of a window in 1968. (Another little gem from .Sullivan’s Music Trivia’ psullivan@paulsullivan.com )
If you look back over this part of my article in previous issues, so far we’ve looked at
most aspects of the manuscript and notes, so now I will look at chords and vamping. The basis of a
12 Bar Blues has only three chords so I hope we can progress to vamping those three chords in the
key of ‘A’ as the earlier manuscript (issue 72) shows.
Vamping is a style of rhythmic accompaniment usually improvised and with just the left hand but
here I am suggesting that both hands will be used to make it simpler. The three chords names in
this key (A) are A, D and E7. (I will explain this 7 in the diagrams) These chords are these notes:

A
This is the right hand. Note the
position of Middle 'C'. 'A' is the key
and this is the dominant chord.
A

C#

E

MIDDLE ‘C’

This is the right hand. This is the
second chord of a 12 bar Blues.
Note the position of Middle 'C'.

D

D

F#

A

MIDDLE ‘C’

This is the right hand. This is the
third chord of a 12 bar Blues. Note
the position of Middle 'C'. This
chord has 4 notes and is the Basic
'E' chord with the addition of 'D'
which is the seventh note of the 'E'
scale and gives the chord its
name. It gives the basic chord a
'leading on to' sound.

E7

E
MIDDLE ‘C’
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G#

B

D

These are the left hand notes for the 'A' chord to be
played separately. Note the position of Middle 'C'.

A
A

E
MIDDLE ‘C’

These are the left hand notes for the 'D' chord to be
played separately. Note the position of Middle 'C'.

D
A

D
MIDDLE ‘C’

These are the left hand notes For the 'E7' chord to be
played separately. Note the position of Middle 'C'.

E7
B

E
MIDDLE ‘C’

When written as music on manuscript the three vamped chords look like this: (don't forget the black notes!)

Practice makes perfect!
The magazine ‘Blues in Britain’ this month has, in its top five albums played on Blues Radio;
1) Rhythm and Blues – Buddy Guy
2) Steak House – GT’s Boos Band
3) Raw Blues – Will Wilde
4) Tattered and Torn – Bare Bones Boogie Band
5) Songs from the Road – Joanne Shaw Taylor
‘Blues in Britain’ lists nearly 50 Blues programmes and podcasts which can be heard one way or
another from the Independent Blues Broadcasters Association (IBBA). I will look at ways of
receiving these in a later issue.
The big glossy ‘The Blues Magazine’ which originally looked like a one off is now at Issue
9. Coming from the same organisation which produces the misnamed ‘Classic Rock’ magazine it is
an enjoyable read and I like it. It keeps articles short, is good with news, the latest tour dates, has a
‘free’ CD and now has its own radio show Saturdays from 6-8pm on TEAMROCK Radio, a digital
station and also on www.teamrockradio.com. I can’t honestly recommend this as a Blues
programme as it contains mostly heavy ‘Classic’ rock and very little Blues. However, if anybody has
or can find issue 5 of the magazine, I would be interested in buying it as it was sold out when I tried
to get a copy.
No books to recommend this month as I am still wading through George R. R. Martin’s
‘Game of Thrones’ (I’m on book 6 of 7 and they are all enormous). I am enjoying every page.
I can honestly say I have never downloaded music of any type. I have a friend in
Northumberland who pays a sub (£5 a month) which allows him to download 40 tracks a month from
vast lists he is offered. They are mostly Country and Singer/Songwriters whom he likes but having
been a member for several years he is finding it difficult to keep up selecting, let alone listening, to
all these. Then, last month, a fault developed on his system, and he may have lost most of his
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downloads. I like the hard copy of a CD, Mini Disc or vinyl (and even my cassette tapes) but even
then when I have put tracks on my iPod, I have a big hard drive backup.
I like the information booklet which comes with a CD and I love handling my vinyl and looking at the
LP covers. I like to know who is playing on them and this, in turn, leads me to a new artist to
investigate. However, saying all that, I am finding that some of my CDs bought in the late 1980s are
beginning to deteriorate. Tracks jump or don’t play at all and the disc itself is beginning to change
colour from silver to gold. (Only 2 tracks play properly on this particular CD now.) If downloads
remain available then this may be the way, in the future, for me to retrieve lost music but it’s taking
that first step…..
I went on a tour of the eastern states of America in September hoping to
hear some Blues as we were visiting Chicago, New York, Nashville, Memphis, New Orleans and
Miami amongst others but it was too long a tour, too fast, too hot and we spent too much time in the
bus (around 3500 miles). However, we saw a good band, Matthew Skollar and his band in House
of Blues, Chicago, a great danceable R‘n’R band, Clay Underwood and his Band, in Nashville, a
solo Blues artist David Bowen in Beale Street, Memphis and a big R&B band, Irvin Mayfield and the
New Orleans Throwbacks, in New Orleans. The only band we could find in Miami was a little
faceless duo in a good restaurant doing Cuban dance songs!
I went to Aylesbury’s Limelight theatre to see two Blues Bands, The Big Dez
Band supported by Storm Warning.
Although the personnel in Storm Warning come from all over the south of England their bass player,
Derek White, is local and also runs a Blues CD mail order business close by
(www.bluescdstore.com). They have a new USA vocalist and harp player Russ Berry. I found his
mannerisms slightly annoying but they played a good set of rocking blues standards and covers.
They have a new CD out, ‘Strategy’.
Big Dez and his band, I found really listenable. No overlong guitar blasts, and lots of short songs
leaving me sorry there wasn’t another solo or verse. Big Dez is a European (mostly French) band
led by guitarist/singer Phil Fernandez and in the UK for a few dates promoting their CD ‘Wet Paint’.
Late in the excellent show, harp player and guest, Son Maxwell, stepped up to the plate for a few
magnificent solos. With a couple of pints of Timothy Taylor’s ‘Landlord’ it washed down a great night.
Before I went to the States, I had been to the same venue (at a friend’s insistence, he had paid for
the tickets!) to see my third (Viva Santana and Buddy Holly and the Cricketers being the others
years ago) tribute band, ‘The Rolling Clones’. They were very good. If you ever need a good party
band for a crowd who enjoy ‘The Rolling Stones’ this is very definitely it. The singer had all the
moves and the guitarists had all the lack of moves. Solos and intros were accurate and they did a
long show with three demanded encores. I paid my mate for my ticket!
Having come back from the USA with only a guitar shaped fridge magnet
from Memphis and nothing else I decided to look at my CD wish list for a Chicago Blues CD and
bought the long titled double CD ‘Chicago Blues A Living History - The (R)evolution Continues’.
It’s a slight problem for me to describe what’s behind this album. If you imagine the effect music by
The Rolling Stones and other British groups had on the white American public, when they
discovered the material was originally black music of America, it caused the rebirth of Blues
musicians like Muddy Waters. So this double album is an attempt to do the same for Chicago Blues
music by getting contemporary Chicago Blues musicians to play the lesser known Blues songs of
original artists with a contemporary feel.
It works so well for me that I then bought the first double album ‘Chicago Blues – A Living History’
as well and it is just as good and thus my latest purchase. If you think you might just like Chicago
Blues, then, buy one of these.
‘Just can’t be satisfied’, and it is a cracking example of a 12 Bar
Blues by Muddy Waters amongst others. Although 12 Bar Blues by the thousands have come before
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and after this, it is immediately recognisable in its own right. This is one of my favourite Blues songs
but then I’ve always loved the 12 Bar Blues.
Dave Parker
I was asked by a Woody why I liked Blues music and next time I will go into more detail
about this but in the meantime please understand that I enjoy other forms of music equally to Blues
but find Blues is still alive today and doing rather well. Those equal forms include the Golden Age
of American Rock’n’Roll, French, English and American classical music, Celtic music and
contemporary 70s Rock (but not the noisy stuff!).
Enjoy Christmas - DP
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Friday October 4 – Sunday
October 6
Seacroft Holiday Village,
Hemsby, Norfolk

Brilliant sunshine, great bands, a full house and an excellent venue turned Hemsby 51 into a
Rocktoberfest to remember.
Organiser Willie Jeffery got the mix of music at Norfolk’s Seacroft Holiday Village just right. There
was Rock’n’Roll, doo-wop, jump jive, hillbilly, rhythm’n’blues, rockabilly and even the odd
rockaballad as the clock was turned back to the fifties.
We had the cream of the US Legends, up and coming British and European bands, UK 50s acts,
top notch disc jockeys, and, amazingly, it all ran almost precisely to time.
If there were any hitches, there were none evident from
the customer side of the curtain. Much, no, all, of this
was due to the cool professionalism of stage manager
Lee Hugman, who gets little or no public recognition for
what is a stressful and highly demanding job. So well
done, Lee.

Lee Hugman at his 40th Hemsby

The US headliners were Ray Campi, Billy Burnette,
Sonny Burgess and the Pacers, and Rosie Flores. Roy
Young, who stood at a piano and hammered out
Specialty label hits on TV’s Oh Boy! and Wham when
telly was black and shite, sorry, white, kept up the
British fifties contribution. And there were more than 20
other bands who one day may be on that main stage.
There were more diversions to entertain visitors than simply afternoon and evening shows. What
could be better than cruising the Norfolk Broads in short-sleeve weather aboard a Mississippi paddle
wheeler? A floating Rock’n’Roll show onboard with Ray Campi and the Rhythm Slicks, that’s what.
Well done to Liz Holt and Andy Molyneux for organising both it and the balmy weather.
There was also a jive competition organised by ace dance instructor Kav Kavanagh, described
elsewhere as Rock’n’Roll’s Patrick Swayze, clothing, record and CD stalls, barber shop, tattooist
and more.
No-one has yet described Hemsby, still the top Rock’n’Roll weekender, as a Rock’n’Roll convention.
But that’s what it has become.
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Among the guests who attend to enjoy the music and the atmosphere are representatives from most
Rock’n’Roll clubs in the UK and beyond, checking out the new bands with a view to booking them.
There are agents, record company A&R men, tour bookers, promoters – and the organisers of
almost every other major fifties event, from the Americana Festival
to the 2is Revival.
So what about the music, I hear you ask. Well, as Roddy Jackson
said only the other week: “It’s not the singers who made
Rock’n’Roll, but the musicians.”
So a roll of the drums for the Hemsby House Band, for this
weekend at least the hardest working band in show business. Well
drilled and rehearsed, they provided the perfect backdrop to allow
the stars to shine. So take a bow band leader Mark Sprex, guitarist
Paul Gaskin, Nick Whitfield, Dan Edwards, Rob Tyler on drums,
Some of the band with Rosie Flores
and brassmen Clive Osborne and Alex Bland.
By 8pm Friday, everyone had arrived, and it was up to the 79-yearold Ray Campi and his upright bass with a Confederate flag painted on the back to get things under
way. Wearing a white cowboy scarf, and a black western shirt, Ray was clearly from Texas. Ray
opened with Hollywood Cats as the crowd headed to the stage to cheer and whistle.
Ray’s bass intro’d two Johnny Horton numbers in a row, I’m Coming Home and Honky Tonk Man.
Then it was time for some of the Rollin’ Rock recordings that made Ray’s name in the seventies,
starting with Quit Your Trifling which dates from 1951, and had one of the best piano breaks of the
weekend.
Ray sang the Mac Curtis favourite, If I Had Me a Woman as a tribute to the fellow Texan who passed
away this year. There were further reminiscences about a cinema in Austin called The Ritz where
Ray played, and was inspired to write Rockin’ At The Ritz. Pan American Boogie, How Low Do You
Feel, complete with audience foot-stomping, and one of his biggest numbers, his version of Tore Up
followed.
Things really heated up as Dave Phillips, of Hot Rod Gang fame, guested on bass, and it was Glen
Glenn’s Everybody’s Moving that finally had the crowd doing just that as Ray concluded a full 55
minutes slot.
Billy Burnette had a hard act to follow, but he certainly looked the part in a vivid blue western jacket.
He first played with his father’s band at the age of three, and cut his first record at seven.
Appropriately, he opened with Honey Hush, and included a number of Rock’n’Roll Trio favourites in
his well-received act, among them The Train Kept a Rolling and Lonesome Train. Dad Dorsey was
also a notable songwriter, providing Rick Nelson with half his hits, but some felt Billy’s version of It’s
Late, from his 2006 album Memphis in Manhattan, is superior to Ricky’s.
With twin lead guitars, the temptation was to take some longer solos, which was not resisted, but
not to the point of tedium. Considering this was Billy’s first solo UK visit, he managed three encores,
and finished appositely enough with Elvis’ That’s All Right, Mama.
It was left to the UK’s own re-formed Polecats to finish off the evening’s main room events. They
formed in London in 1977 under the direction of Boz Boorer had hits including John I’m Only
Dancing and Jeepster.
Saturday evening started with a well-received set from Yorkshire’s The Infernos before the
imposing figure of Sonny Burgess took the stage in a red and black check trilby and black jacket.
With him were Kern Kennedy on piano, and Bobby Crafford on drums, who have been with him
since the fifties.
He opened with the oft-record Red Hot, then into The Prisoners’ Song, with Clive Osborne on
trumpet already making a difference to the full sound. Bobby took the vocal on Clarence “Frogman”
Henry’s Ain’t Got No Home. A boogie instrumental followed before Fannie Brown, and then Short
Squashed Texan.
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Sonny’s first record, We Wanna Boogie was a
© Dave Crozier
crowd pleaser, as was another of his singles for
Sun, a rocking take on Hank Williams’ My
Bucket’s Got a Hole In It. Dale Hawkins’ Suzy Q
got it back on track after a detour into country,
and by the time of Ain’t Got a Thing, the hall was
rocking once more. Red Headed Woman could
have finished on a high note, but Sonny was
called back and encored with his own Sadie
Brown, and then led the crowd in a singalong to
Honey Hush and Flip Flop and Fly. An hour and
ten minutes set of high energy material – hard to believe Sonny is 80.
Roy Young led his own band from piano on classics including Slow Down, Blue Monday, Dizzy Miss
Lizzy and Let the Four Winds Blow, and his husky voice suited these now, as it did then, when he
was a regular on TV
On Sunday, Rosie Flores, the Rockabilly Filly, staged a tribute to the late Janis Martin, whose final
recordings she produced. In a black dress, red cowboy boots and a flower in her hair, Rosie played
her own lead guitar, a customised Fender, complete with red star and her photo.
Barry Mann’s Hard Times Ahead, Ronnie Dawson’s Wham Bam Jam, and Jerry Alison’s Real Wild
Child sat alongside Janis originals My Boy Elvis and Bang Bang.
The real winners were Ruth Brown’s As Long As I’m Moving, and a cut from Rosie’s own 11th album
Working Girl’s Guitar which finished the set, a great version of Elvis’ Too Much, on which she was
joined by both Sonny Burgess and Billy Burnette.
Next was a swift return to Hemsby for Spain’s The Velvet Candles, a Barcelona-based five piece
who opened with The Drifters’ Wha’cha Gonna Do, which inspired Hank Ballard’s The Twist. Then
into The Sh’Booms’ Life Could Be a Dream, The Chiffons’ When the Boy’s Happy, and more
up-tempo doo-wop.
Obvious crowd-pleasers like the stroller The Carnations’ Long Tall Girl, and Eugene Church’s Pretty
Girls Everywhere mingled with lesser known tracks, with lead vocals handed round the group. There
was even one track in the group’s native Spanish but those numbers sung in English betrayed no
hint of an accent.
They concluded with The Coasters’ Baby That is Rock’n’Roll, but an encore was demanded, and
they gave us Dion’s Donna the Prima Donna, a worthy end to a superb set.
It was left to Colbert Hamilton, once dubbed “The Black Elvis” and his current group The Nitros to
finish both the evening and weekend with a set of neo-rockabilly which showcased ace guitarist
John O’Malley.
So, any criticisms of the weekender? Well, yes.
There are three music venues in the complex, the large Starlight Ballroom, the more modestly sized
Harlequin, and the relatively small Blue Lagoon bar, which is next door to the ballroom.
Between main acts, non-dancers escape the mayhem of the main room to have a chinwag in the
Blue Lagoon – but the volume at which deejays are now playing makes it too loud to think, let alone
chat. So why not move the disc jockeys and their dancers to The Harlequin? Silence in the Blue
Lagoon would be ideal, but failing that some background doo-wop played quietly would be fine.
And talking of DJs, I consider neither Jackie Wilson’s Baby Workout nor Ray Charles Hit the Road,
Jack as Rock’n’Roll records, despite their obvious quality. There are thousands of genuine fifties
Rock’n’Roll records that never get played, so DJs, give this duo a swerve.
Finally, Bill Haley made many more records than Real Rock Drive so how come I heard only that
one Haley track three times over the weekend, and no others?
John Howard
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
A slight change this time out as Nick has condensed his USA tour blog into a single article
for us at TFTW - thanks Nick. All words and pictures courtesy of Nick.

Stomping USA diary, October 2013
After the experience of the first evening of my US road trip back in April, when two friends and I were
escorted at gunpoint from a hotel in Nashville, I was expecting some kind of drama on this, my
second US visit of the year. But not only were my travelling companions, Dave Carroll, Dave
Thomas and his wife Julie, safely on the same flight to Houston, but the flight was on time. The rental
car was picked up smoothly and the drive to our first night stay at the Comfort Inn in Lafayette was
no problem. We had a quiet evening downtown and prepared for two hectic weeks in New Orleans
and Mississippi, including the first Ponderosa Stomp for two years (at the Rock ‘n’ Bowl) and the
King Biscuit Blues festival in Helena.
Wednesday: Next day we drove to New Orleans
and within two hours of booking in at the Prytania
Park Hotel in the Garden District were watching the
Soul Queen of New Orleans, Irma Thomas, give a
free performance with her band The Professionals
in Lafayette Square. That's the wonder of the place:
great things just fall into place automatically. We’re
here for the Ponderosa Stomp which starts
tomorrow with a series of interviews with the artists.
Seeing Irma was an unexpected bonus.

Irma Thomas

I've loved her voice since hearing tracks like Wish
Someone Would Care and Take A Look in the
sixties and have seen her dozens of times since discovering her club the Lion’s Den on my first visit
here in 1989, at Jazzfest, on her trips to Europe and at various venues in New Orleans, and she
never disappoints. Today was no exception. Her voice is as strong as ever, her personality just as
engaging and she still looks great for someone who first recorded in 1959. As usual she sang a
mixture of newer recordings such as Hold You To Your Promises and For The Rest Of My Life, plus
a couple of rock numbers that I didn't recognise, and old favourites like her first record Don't Mess
With My Man, Hip Shaking Mama, It's Raining, Ruler Of My Heart and Breakaway. There was the
obligatory Second Line sequence with audience participation and New Orleans standards like Iko
Iko and Hey Pocky Way. There were sad songs and joyous ones and at one point Irma officiated as
a man in the audience proposed to his girlfriend. But above all there was the sheer joy that Irma
always brings when she performs. It was a great way to kick off my latest US road trip.
Thursday: This was the first of two days of music interviews as a warm up for the Stomp, with a
record fair taking place as well. Today’s conference featured two New Orleans soul singers, Richard
Caiton and Charles Brimmer, both of whom had interesting stories to tell about their brief moments
of fame and years of obscurity since. Charles is married to one of Fats Domino’s daughters so has
kept in touch with the local music scene and Richard has been a favourite with Northern soul fans
over the years, but neither has performed in many years. Also at the interview session were the
indestructible Swamp Dogg, and two soul legends Maxine Brown and Baby Washington. All had
fascinating tales to tell and a fairly low opinion of the music business’s willingness to pay royalties
back in the day. There was also an interesting session with two musicologists, who discovered, or
rediscovered, Professor Longhair and Papa George Lightfoot, among others. Apparently Longhair
regularly carried a gun while Papa George was known as a taxi driver, because he drove one just
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once before smashing it up. In the evening there were some great records played at Hip Drop VI at
DBA in Frenchmen Street, featuring a bunch of soul and R and B DJs, including Pierre Baroni from
Melbourne.
Friday: Today’s interviews began with Charlie Gracie who's been recording for over 60 years. He
brought his guitar and played a few snippets of a couple of numbers, including Cool Baby. He's still
a regular visitor to the UK and must have mystified the New Orleans audience with Maybe It's
Because I'm A Londoner. Next on were two real obscurities in the form of Eddie Daniels and Kent
'Boogaloo' Harris. Both are from LA and played key, if little known, roles in early Rock’n’Roll and
R&B. Boogaloo wrote Clothesline and Cops and Robbers, more famous later by the Coasters and
Bo Diddley. Eddie Daniels’ long career including doowop and rockabilly (the only black rockabilly
singer, he said), associations with Eddie Cochran among others, and 40 years as a member of a
version of The Platters.
Next it was the turn of Chris Montez, a man who had a couple of excellent hits including Let's Dance,
went to school with the Beach Boys and toured with the Beatles in 1962, introducing them to their
trademark collar less jackets, before going middle of the road.
Day one of the Ponderosa Stomp proper was soul night, with six straight sets of the stuff that had
me rooted to my spot down near the front. First on was Richard Caiton, a sweet soul singer with a
high pitched voice, who warbled pleasantly enough through a few of his obscure, and collectable,
sixties 45s including Do You Want To Jump Children, which was produced by Dave Bartholomew,
Where's The Love, Take A Hold Brother and Sister and You Look Like A Flower before finishing
rather weakly with When The Saints.
Next was the deep soul of Charles Brimmer, performing for the first time since 1977 and looking
good in a light brown suit, who was excellent on The Feeling Is In My Heart, the brilliant Afflicted,
The Man's Gonna Be In Trouble, I Stand Accused and God Blessed Our Love. Great voice but he
was whipped off stage by Stomp organiser Dr Ike far too soon.
The one and only Swamp Dogg followed with a similar set to the one he did at Porretta two years
ago. His unique voice remains powerful but is it soul? He was highly listenable to at any rate on Total
Destruction To Your Mind, Synthetic World, Sam Stone, I'm The Lover Man, World Beyond and a
walkabout version of Gotta Get A Message To You. All of the first three acts were backed by Lil Buck
and the Top Cats with backing group Shades of Praise.
Girl power came to the fore next with a trio of true legends. First on was Baby Washington, looking
glamorous in a red dress that kept slipping down. She seemed a little nervous and her voice was
slightly vibrato but the crowd was just delighted to see her perform Workout, Nobody Cares About
Me, A Handful Of Memories, The Bells, Leave Me Alone, Only Those In Love, the classic That's How
Heartaches Are Made and The Time.
Maxine Brown followed and for me she was the star of the night.
Looking great and full of energy her voice was excellent on Hold
On I'm Coming, her own great back catalogue including Funny, her
first record All In My Mind, Something You Got, Oh No Not My
Baby, We'll Cry Together, along with Piece Of My Heart and an
uptempo version of the old blues song Bring Me My Gin. Excellent
stuff.
Armand St Martin

Maxine Brown

Third lady of soul to perform was
white Motown star Chris Clark who
made up for in energy what she
lacked in the vocal department. Songs included Take Me In Your
Arms, Head To Toe, Something's Wrong, You Better Get Yourself A
Woman, her biggie Love's Gone Bad and I Want To Go Back There
Again, and she finished strongly with Do I Love You. A special word
must go to Woodie Armand St Martin who played keyboards with four
of the first six acts.
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After four hours of soul it was time for some garage rock in the form of The Sonics. They are loud,
as I discovered a few years ago when I saw them in London, so I watched them from the back. Not
entirely to my taste but they were excellent I thought on Money, Keep A Knocking, Lucille and the
fantastic Psycho.
After a lull, during which the Rock n Bowl emptied considerably, the next act was a soul man named
James Alexander from Lafayette who was more than adequate on his own You've Got The Power
and a series of covers including Just A Little Bit, If You Change Your Mind, Money, My Girl, You
Don't Miss Your Water and I Got Loaded. Last act was blind zydeco accordionist who was fine on
Let The Good Times Roll and others as the hall gradually emptied. Overall a superb night and great
credit to Dr Ike for finding so many varied and in many cases obscure acts once more.
Saturday: Daytime was spent hunting down records in the Euclid and Domino record shops. The
second and final day of the Ponderosa Stomp lived up to its billing as ''a night of insane rock and
roll' with some brilliant acts and some rather more banal relics from the sixties garage rock era. It
was a long night, with final act the legendary Eddie Daniels not coming on stage until 2.30am, but
a highly enjoyable one for the most part.
After a warm up by an all star backing band which included Scott Bomar of the Bo-Keys, guitarist
Irving Bannister, Michael Hurtt and David Battiste, the wonderful Spencer Wiggins came on stage
to provide some deep Memphis soul with Lonely Man, That's How Much I Love You, The Kind Of
Woman Who's Got No Heart, Uptight Good Woman (with numerous false endings), the uptempo
Soul City USA, finishing off with Sweet Sixteen and I Never Loved A Woman. A great soul man who
is still at the top of his game.
Kent Harris
One of this year’s highlights came next - Kent Harris, aka
Boogaloo, - who recorded briefly in LA nearly 60 years ago
and wrote some classic R&B numbers. His all too short set
included early recording Big Fat Lie, She Put Me In The
Doghouse Again, Clothesline (later a hit for the Coasters), Big
Chief Hug and Kiss, Cops And Robbers (made famous by Bo
Diddley) and Talk About A Party. Pity about the low sound
volume on Boogaloo's vocals for part of the set but amazing
to see him perform.
Next on were the Gaunga Dins, an obscure sixties New
Orleans beat group, recently reformed after 47 years, who were adequate on mostly covers,
including I Gotta Get Out Of This Place, Jezebel, Now She's Gone and Just Like Me.
Charlie Gracie

Things really hotted up though with the next act Charlie
Gracie, whose excellent guitar playing, vocals and personality
demonstrated why he still has plenty of work 56 years after
hitting number one with Butterfly. He was polished and also
amusing as he performed Just Lookin', Rock A Beating
Boogie, his Eddie Cochran tribute I'm Alright, Butterfly, 99
Ways, Just A Gigolo, Cool Baby, Fabulous and A Heart Like A
Rock, finishing off with What'd I Say. Great entertaining stuff.

Surprise hit of the night,
and one of the highlights
for me, was Chris Montez,
who performed a Rock’n’Roll set based around his Monogram
recordings from the early sixties. Backed by Deke Dickerson's
excellent band, and joined, later on by Cyril Jordan of the Flamin’
Groovies, Chris began with Some Kinda Fun. This was followed
by Hey Baby, She's My Rocking Baby, You're The One and
Shoot That Curve and finished, inevitably, with not one, but two
renditions of his smash Let's Dance. This was a highly enjoyable
set, I thought, and much better than I expected.
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Chris Montez

The next two sets - long ones at that - we're taken up with sixties garage sounds, much loved by Dr
Ike, which were, on the whole very loud and somewhat lacking in finesse. First on we're the
Standells, famed for Dirty Water, whose numbers included There's Going To Be a Riot, Hungry For
Your Love, Sometimes Good Guys Don't Wear White and Pushing Too Hard. Fine if you like your
music grungy, but I'm afraid I don't. The same applied to next act the Sloths, whose energetic lead
singer did a quite convincing Mick Jagger impersonation. Their set was mostly covers, including
Reelin’ And Rockin’, Everybody Needs Somebody, Here Comes The Night and their own 1965
recording Making Love (very collectable apparently). Towards the end of their seemingly
interminable set they brought on Ty Wagner, who had easily the worst voice of anyone I've heard
on a stage.
And so at last it was the turn of Ebb recording artist, the
multi-talented 75 year old Eddie Daniels, dazzling in a red suit,
dripping in jewellery and carrying a silver cane, who blasted
his way through some rockabilly flavoured numbers including
I Wanna Know, Hurry Baby, the Everlies flavoured
Opportunity, which he recorded as one half of Jewel (Akens)
and Eddie, and Little Lou, a song he wrote for Eddie Cochran,
before turning to the keyboard and hammering out Going To
The Mardi Gras, Lucille and What'd I Say. A great end to what
has been another brilliant Stomp.

Eddie Daniels

Sunday: After two heavy nights enjoying the Ponderosa
Stomp you might think it was time for a rest. Not a chance. Not with Louisiana supergroup Lil' Band
of Gold playing an after show gig at the DBA club on Frenchmen St. After a delicious meal at the
Dooky Chase restaurant, it was back to the music. These guys cover all bases, from blues to Cajun,
swamp pop, rock and roll, even a bit of soul. And they are hot. Lead guitarist C C Adcock from
Lafayette, now sporting long plaits, shares the limelight with Cajun accordionist Steve Riley, but the
rest of the band are just as good. Keyboard player David Egan is a noted songwriter and a good
singer, sax men Dickie Landry and Pat Breaux are excellent, as are pedal steel guitar player Richard
Comeaux and bass player Dave Ranson. Original drummer Warren Storm has left the band but 81
year old Cajun legend Jockey Etienne is a more than
capable replacement.
Lil' Band of Gold
Everything the band did during their near four hour set
was good, with the highlight being a wonderful extended
version of Slim Harpo's Shake Your Hips, along with
Jockey's Congo Mambo. But adding enormously to the
evening was guest singer Tommy McLain, looking rather
like Father Christmas, who sang, among others, my
personal theme song Before I Grow Too Old, Juke Box
Baby and Sweet Dreams. This was a great set and a
fabulous finale to our New Orleans trip as we head off for
Mississippi.
Monday: The US road trip just gets better and better. After leaving New Orleans we drove through
Mississippi stopping off to look at blues sites along the way, beginning with McComb where Bo
Diddley was born and where there is a marker and a railroad museum. Lunch was taken in
Brookhaven where there is a marker for Little Brother Montgomery. The once a day City of New
Orleans train passed through while we were there. Next stop was Crystal Springs where there is the
Robert Johnson museum, but it was closed. Then on to Jackson where we visited the near derelict
Farish Street, home of the blues in an earlier era. What a shame the city can't revive it. Later we
sought out Malaco records, now rebuilt after being destroyed a couple of years ago.
In the evening we went to Hal and Mal's bar, not expecting much on a Monday night, but what a
fantastic night it turned out to be. The regular blues jam, run by the Central Mississippi Blues
Society, was in session but the special guest was the great Dorothy Moore, who sang seven songs
quite brilliantly, including Your Body's Here With Me But Your Mind's On The Other Side Of Town,
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I'm A Lover Girl, Let The Healing Begin and ending with the wonderful Misty Blue. This was a warm
up set for a trip Dorothy is making to South Africa and what a treat.
The evening continued with the regular blues band Blue Monday and some really excellent blues
and soul singers. After a couple of numbers by King Edward, including I'll Play The Blues For You,
it was the turn of Pat Brown, a fantastic soulful singer, who sang I Was Stepping Out, Let The Good
Times Roll and Make Me Yours (performed quite brilliantly). The music kept on coming with Abdul
Rashid, including Ain't Nothing You Can Do, The Rock (Nine Pound Steel the stand out), the sexy
J J Thames (I'd Rather Go Blind and Hound Dog), and Dennis Fountain (Walking The Dog). The
show finished with Pat and Dennis duetting on I Stand Accused and At Last. What a fabulous
evening and totally unexpected.
Tuesday: Another day exploring the blues, beginning with a visit to Malaco, where many great soul
and blues artists have recorded over the years, including Bobby Bland, Johnny Taylor, Little Milton
and Denise Lasalle. The studio was destroyed by a tornado two years ago but it has been rebuilt
and is now better than ever, with some wonderful photos on the walls and memorabilia of past
successes. We were given a personal two hour tour by Burton Doss which took in the impressive
recording studio, where we chatted with producer Wolf Stephenson, the warehouse, where CDs
and, surprisingly cassettes are stored for distribution, and the vault, the contents of which were
thankfully was spared by the tornado. We saw the room where Southern Soul Radio and its sister
gospel station is located and recorded messages which will be broadcast over the coming weeks.
We all bought Malaco T shirts but that cannot fully express the thanks due to Burton and Wolf for
their hospitality.
Afterwards we drove to Yazoo City for lunch in one of the brightly coloured buildings on Main Street
and checked out another blues marker (Tommy McClennan), and later checked out some more in
Belzoni (Denise Lasalle) and Indianola (BB King and Albert King).
Having booked into a hotel in Cleveland we went to the Po Monkey juke joint in nearby Merigold,
which has an authentic look and feel to it The band playing there, the All Night Long Band, was
nothing to write home about and the place, festooned as it was with Xmas lights and toy monkeys,
was full of blues tourists, but the owner, Willie I think, made his presence known by flashing a fake
penis around. At least I can now claim to have visited the five remaining blues juke joints in the
South - Red's in Clarksdale, Gip's Place in Bessemer, Teddy's in Zachary, Wild Bill's in Memphis,
and Po Monkey's. A full house!
Wednesday: Beautiful weather as we arrived in Clarksdale and spent the day immersed in the
blues. The town's downtown area is pretty run down but the blues brings in a lot of visitors. We
looked at the Sam Cooke blues marker and other blues sites and I bought some more 45s. My friend
Alan Lloyd (who we met up with at the Comfort Inn) and I were accosted by local bluesman
Razorblade who spun us a story about the dollar sign and persuaded Alan to buy his C D. We
enjoyed some southern home cooking in Delta Amusements and had a beer in the Stone Pony.
In the evening we went to the New Roxy to see the excellent Robert 'Bilbo' Walker. The place is a
shell with no roof but as a music venue it's pretty good. Pity there weren't more people there to see
a varied set which ranged from straight blues like Big Boss Man to Chuck Berry's Johnny B Goode
and Memphis Tennessee,There Is Something On Your Mind, Lucille and Sam Cooke's Let's Go
Steady Again. Bilbo is a good guitarist and sometimes walked around the sparse audience, and was
joined on stage for a few numbers by his wife Audrey who plays bass guitar. Later we went to Red's
juke joint to see Deak Harp, a very good one man band. Red's is the real deal and provided a
suitable ending to a blues filled day.
Thursday: The last time I went to Helena, Arkansas, there was nothing in downtown except empty
buildings. Today, though, the first day of the King Biscuit Festival, there was a buzz about the place,
with food and craft stalls on the street and some of the shops back in operation.
It's a blues festival but there wasn't that much blues on show, although there was quite a bit to enjoy.
Marcia Ball headlined and did her usual professional mix of rock and roll and New Orleans style
boogie woogie. Travis Wammack was good, with some excellent guitar work on Scratchy, the hit he
recorded when he was sixteen, and a mixture of soul, blues and rock, including James Govan's Tell
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You About My Girl and Big Leg Woman In A Short Short Mini Skirt, a hit for Israel Tolbert, both of
which he wrote. Also good was Walter Wolfman Washington, who included his usual funk and wolf
howls with some excellent soul numbers, including Ain't No Love In The Heart Of The City and I Had
It All The Time. There was some white blues from the Sterling Billingsley band and some fairly basic
rock from Hamilton Loomis. The other name of the day, Sonny Landreth, showed once again what
a good guitarist he is, but unfortunately veered towards heavy rock. In all a reasonable day, but one
with some fairly boring periods. Back in Clarksdale we had a nightcap at Ground Zero.
Friday: The second day of the King Biscuit Festival started
Gwen White
slowly but got better as the day went on. The highlight, for
me, was Gwen White, a sexy, soulful and dynamic
Southern soul singer, very much in the Tina Turner mould,
who put on a sensational set with the On Call Band. She
looked and sounded great on Clean Up Woman, Repo
Woman, Tonight's The Night and I Was Checking Out and
duetted to great effect with the Bobby Womack sounding
lead singer of the band (Charles someone) on Last Two
Dollars and If Loving You Is Right. He was also excellent
on three solo Womack numbers - Nobody Wants You
When You're Down And Out, Woman Gotta Have It and
That's The Way I Feel About You. I even got my picture taken with Gwen afterwards!
Carl Weathersby

Later, on the Lockwood-Stackhouse Stage, was the excellent harp
man Billy Branch with the Sons of Blues, with Demetria Taylor,
daughter of Eddie Taylor, and Carl Weathersby, who was excellent on
Don't Let The Green Grass Fool You, Don't Start me Talking and I
Love The Life I Live. Headliner on the main stage was Robert Cray,
who was his usual cool, mellow self on soulful songs such as Strong
Persuader, You Painted Yourself Into A Corner and Shiver All Over.

The best of the earlier acts was Sharrie Williams, who was great on
What Kind Of Man and Nobody Loves Me Like You Can but less so
on the pleading I Need More Money. Of the rest, I liked Rip Lee Pryor, son of Snooky Pryor, and the
Lil Biscuit Band, featuring Philip Stackhouse, grandson on Houston Stackhouse, but was not
enamoured with Reba Russell, Mississippi Spoonman (playing the wooden spoons, natch), Austin
Walkin’ Cane or the Wampus Cats, with Robert Nighthawk 2.
Probably the second best act of the day was Anson Funderburgh, with Big Joe Maher taking the
place of the late Sam Myers, who was pretty good on Something You Got, Thunder and Lightning,
Sick And Tired, Don't You Lie To Me, Your Turn To Cry and You Can't Keep A Good Man Down.
Back in Clarksdale, we had a quick drink in a locals' bar called Messengers.
Saturday: The headliner on the Houston-Stackhouse stage
on the final day of the King Biscuit Festival was crowd favourite
Bobby Rush, who treated the predominantly black audience to
his full raunchy revue, with two dancing girls, who changed
their costumes several times and shook their booties. Bobby
was rude, lewd and definitely not PC, and the show was not for
prudes, but it was fun and it is hard to believe that he is
approaching 80. Backed by the Paul Brown band, he was in
good voice, starting with So Fine, featuring the booty girls to
good effect. His songs were about big ladies (featuring a pair
of oversized knickers), cheating and hunting for women, with
impersonations of Michael Jackson and Elvis thrown in.

Bobby Rush

Earlier in the day I flitted from stage to stage for a while as many of the acts were rather similar, with
harp players dominating. Big George Brock, an 81 year old Delta bluesman, was good, but Dr
Feelgood Potts and the Kenny Smith Band featuring Bob Margolin and Bob Stroger were so so. The
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Peterson Brothers

Peterson Brothers, aged 17 and 14 proved to be excellent
guitarists and are ones to watch for the future, but Bill 'Howl
'n Madd' Perry, playing with Chess sideman Cash McCall
and Bill's attractive daughter Shy, was top notch on songs
such as The Blues Is Not Exclusive, Miss Mary Called Me
This Morning, Shy's It's Alright and Banks Of The River from
his new CD. I took a quick look at Larry McCray on the main
stage, singing Love The One You're With, and some of the
David Kimbrough Band, before thoroughly enjoying Blind
Mississippi Morris, a harp man with a deep Howlin' Wolf style
voice, also with Joyce Henderson doing I’d Rather Go Blind.

I checked out another harmonica player, blues legend James Cotton, on the main stage, playing
with Darrell Nulisch, before thoroughly enjoying Joe Louis Walker, who was on top form with I'm Not
Messing Around, Have A Natural Ball and You've Only Got One Time Around, among others.
Overall, a pretty good day, but a long one. Looking forward to a rest some time soon!
Sunday: Our final day in Clarksdale consisted of wall to wall
blues. In the morning several bluesmen were playing in James Cotton
downtown, including Bill Perry with his daughter Shy and
Cash McCall, Big George Brock and young guitarist and
singer Lucious Spiller. Then it was off to the Hopson
Plantation for the annual Pinetop Perkins Homecoming. I
first went to Hopsons in 2005 with Alan Lloyd and Ken Major
when Pinetop was there in person and stayed in the Shack
Up Inn there in 2008. This time there were loads of blues
people playing in the Commissary, the chapel and outside
the shacks, including blues legend James Cotton, Bob
Margolin, Bob Corritore, Bob Stroger, Daryl Davis and Terry
'Harmonica' Bean. Lots of people were there watching, but it
was a pretty good afternoon. James Cotton can hardly speak now but he can still play a mean harp.
Lucious Spiller

In the evening, after a seafood meal, we finished off at
Red's juke joint where there a blues jam, including Lucious
Spiller. The place was packed but the quality of the blues
was excellent.

Monday: It's off through Arkansas and back to Houston for
the flight home. It’s a long drive so we stopped off at a
motel in Nocagdoches and we had a good final night meal,
with Julie and I drinking wine for a change, instead of the
usual American beer. To be fair, Dave Thomas has always
been very choosy about what beer we drink, with local
drafts beers predominating and no time at all for rubbish
like Bud Light. Dave Carroll, meanwhile, has been a great
travelling companion, even if he did retire early some nights to nurse a cold and insisted on water
and orange juice on occasions. Next morning I found a junk shop downtown where there were some
excellent 45s and I spent yet more money on vinyl, before setting off for Houston airport and the
long trip home. A great Stomping visit once again and I’m already looking forward to my next US
visit in the spring.
Nick Cobban
Many more pictures from Nick’s trip can be found in his blog and we at TFTW would like to
thank him for putting this article together for us.
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W hen Larry met Johnnie
By Vince Eager
I was eleven and had just been suspended from my first love, the church
choir. Surprisingly it was for a reason that was not in the least bit dubious
but to me was a disaster; my voice was breaking. How was I going to pull
the girls who came to evensong with their mothers, aunts and grannies
now? In hindsight it turned out to be a blessing in disguise but at the time
my world was torn apart as I searched for an alternative. Enter Johnnie
Ray.
Alongside my chorister work I built and operated a marionette theatre
with plenty of doweling, tape, paper-mache, screws and eyelets plus
some great costumes made by my auntie. Using my marionettes I
produced my own variety puppet show based on popular entertainers of
the day. Amongst them were Eddie Calvert, his trick was to pull his
trumpet up to his lips and mime to “Oh Mein Papa”, Semprini’s trick was
to lift the piano lid and then lift up his coat-tail before sitting down to play
the piano, and my star performer was Johnnie Ray.
Johnnie could do all manner of things such as pulling a hankie out of his top pocket and wiping his
eyes as he sang “Cry”. It was listening to Johnnie singing “Cry” so often that gave me an idea. As
my voice breaking was at the in-between stage, why not just mime. I was doing it with the
marionettes, why not do it myself?
I was invited to join “Mrs Gregg’s Concert Party”, a group of entertainers with limited talents, but big
hearts, who would entertain the elderly and raise money for various local charities. I had a great time
as I mimed to Johnnie’s hits whilst throwing myself on the stage and pretending to cry. I soon got
the performing bug and shortly after my concert party tenure I saw Johnnie for the first time in a
newsreel at the local cinema and couldn’t believe that having only seen still photos of him, how close
I came to emulating his stage movements.
A few years later I was spotted by pop mogul Larry Parnes on a Marty Wilde
concert at Coventry Gaumont and, following the show, I was whisked back to
his Kensington penthouse where I was primed for my future as one of Britain’s
Teen Idols. It was all happening so quickly, yet what surprised me most were
the photographs of Johnnie Ray adorning Larry’s walls and shelves. Naively I
commented to Larry that I was pleased he was a Johnnie Ray fan, as I was
too. His face lit up as he went on to explain that Johnnie was coming to
London and I’d get to meet him.
It was only a matter of a few weeks and Larry’s promise of my
meeting Johnnie became a reality. Johnnie and theatrical agent
Hymie Zahl were invited to Larry’s penthouse prior to going out for
dinner but it didn’t take long for this Lincolnshire red neck to realise
that things weren’t what they should be. I had discovered Larry’s homosexual leanings when he
unsuccessfully tried it on with me, but I never imagined that Johnnie would turn out to be Larry’s
partner whilst he was in London.
Prior to his becoming a pop mogul, Larry ran a few millinery shops, which his father had given to
him for his 21st birthday. However, Larry’s love for the West End and its lights far out-weighed any
desire he had to be a milliner and the business took a back seat.
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It was during his West End shenanigans that Larry met up with Johnnie Ray during his first UK visit
and the two of them became lovers. They subsequently became inseparable and spent much of
their time together in theatres and showbiz surroundings which was where Larry soon lost all
interest in his millinery outlets and accepted an offer from Fleet Street journalist John Kennedy to
co-manage a budding singer named Tommy Hicks, soon to become Tommy Steele. It therefore
begs the question; If Larry hadn’t met Johnnie, would we have ever heard of Tommy, Marty, Billy,
Joe or Vince? Answer: we’ll never know!
During Johnnie’s appearance at the Cambridge Theatre I saw him many times from both front of
house and from the wings, but up until then my only association with watching a name act from such
a privileged position had been Lonnie Donegan. I’d learnt so much about being an entertainer from
watching Lonnie, but now I was learning how to become a dynamic entertainer courtesy of Johnnie.
He was sensational. His stagecraft was second to none and his mannerisms were choreographed
to make female members in the audience concerned for his safety.
His fragile image was an integral part of his performance and
paramount to the sympathy he generated amongst the female
members of the audience who wanted to nurse him before
screwing him! His large hearing aid, holding his ear when singing,
stumbling into microphone stands, knocking over glasses of water
(which he did at every performance) and trapping his fingers in the
piano lid, were all part of Johnnie’s untouchable showmanship. Oh
yes, he was also an awesome vocalist and for my money the first
real Rock’n’Roller.
During an ‘Oh Boy’ show in 1958 I watched a great country singer
from America perform “It’s Only Make Believe”. He, Conway Twitty,
had written the song and I couldn’t get over how good it was. It
became a massive hit for Conway and I was singing it in my act within days. When performing it I
felt emotions that I’d not felt with song lyrics before, so bearing in mind the advice Johnnie had once
given me that to act out the emotions of lyrics translates into an honest performance, I’ve always
taken my emotions on stage with me. Thanks Johnnie!
Vince Eager

The Sun Never Sets On Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and,
from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
March 20, 2013
In February 1963, Claude plugged his new Columbia release
“Sheepskin Valley” (4-42688) on the Grand Ole Opry before playing a
gig in Charlotte (NC) and Dallas. In May he started a 35-day swing
through Eastern Canada with Kitty Wells, Johnny Wright and Montana
Slim.
Tillman Franks and Claude King had a managing divergence after “The
Burning of Atlanta” (4-42581), issued in September 1962, was promoted
in The Billboard and they parted ways on August 12, 1963. Claude didn’t
want Tillman spending his money on musical trade papers unless he
checked it with him. You had to know about these musical trade papers
often making their pools and charts from the publicity space bought by
record companies or promoters. The more space you buy, the more your
record climbs close to the top. It was true then and it is still true today.
That kind of hidden work leads to a lot of trouble between record companies and artists. First they
often took the money spent for these “bribe printing” out of the artists’ royalties. Second when these
singers claimed for royalties for their million sellers as stated in the magazines, the label lawyers’
answer was they had to pay to make believe. It was just a dream ‘cause the record never sold well
and the label had lost money. It is just what happened to Ruth Brown who had a long fight against
“Atlantic” before getting her money.
Claude and Tillman were only reconciled in 1996 when Tillman
and Virginia celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary. The
story has a happy ending and both wives being first cousins
enjoyed seeing those old pals back together. After parting
ways with Tillman, Claude was booked by the Bob Neal
Agency in Nashville.
More hits followed on Columbia like “Hey Lucille” (4-42833),
“Sam Hill” (4-43083) and “Little Buddy” (4-43416). In March
1965, “Wolverton Mountain” was reissued with “Sam Hill” on
Claude with Tillman Franks
Columbia 4-33076 and at the end of the year came Claude’s
second LP titled “Tiger Woman” (CL-2415). In October 1966,
Claude and his new band, The Nashville Knights, conducted a successful tour in Canada. In 1969
a great version of Johnny Horton’s “All For The Love Of A Girl” was issued backed with “I Remember
Johnny” (4-44833), both coming from his LP “I remember Johnny Horton” (CS-9789). These
recordings made in December 1968 feature Jerry Kennedy on gtr/dobro, Pete Drake on steel gtr
and Pig Robbins on piano to name a few musicians. It took Claude King nine years to pay a sincere
tribute from one down-to-earth type fellow to another one. By then Claude had made the choice to
have his career handled by the Acuff-Rose Agency in Nashville.
In 1970 and 1971, two other LPs were issued under ref CS-1024 and C-30804. Claude;s last
Columbia release was “The Lady Of Our Town”/”Just As Soon As I Get Over Loving You” (4-45614)
in May 1972, two songs from a June 23, 1971 session. Two other songs from the latest Columbia
session set on August 17, 1972, “This Time I’m Through” and “He Ain’t Country” had already been
issued on Columbia 4-45704. In 1971, Claude did a movie titled “Swamp Girl” with Ferlin Husky
down in Okefenokee Swamp in Waycross, Georgia. The next year he had the leading role in “Year
of the Yahoo” playing a country and western singer who is recruited to run for the post of Republican
senator of Texas. By November 1972, Claude King was managed by Billie Jean Horton and booked
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by Buddy Lee Attraction in Nashville. From 1962 until 1973, Claude had 29 hits under the Columbia
label.
More records, all cut in Nashville, followed on Cinnamon records (1974) and True Records with a
last chart entry in 1977 with “Cotton Dan” (T 103). That led True records to issue an LP titled “Claude
King’s Greatest Hits” (T 1001) with more songs from the same March and April 1977 sessions. In
1979, Gusto issued “Wolverton Mountain” and “Tiger Woman” as part of an LP titled “Claude King’s
Best” (GT-0066) featuring sides cut in Nashville in June 1979. From there he continued to tour,
record, tackled several acting roles in movies and on TV. In 1981, Arkansas governor Frank D.
White paid tribute to King by declaring August 7, 1981 “Wolverton Mountain Day”. In 1982, Claude
starred in the three episodes of TV series “The Blue and The Gray” aired by CBS from 14 to 17
November 1982. On June 20, 1987 the 7th annual Governor’s conference on the music industry of
Louisiana was held at the Bossier Hilton. Among the award recipients were Claude King, Elvis
Presley, George Jones, Carl Perkins, Stan Lewis and Leon Payne to name a few.
Claude with Johnny Horton In 1994, Bear Family produced a definitive 5 CD set titled “More Than
Climbing That Mountain: Wolverton Mountain, That Is” (BCD 15619). Of
course, these German cats also issued stunning Johnny Horton stuff the
same way as well as CDs such as “Rockin’ Rollin’ Johnny Horton” (BCD
15543), “Take Me Like I Am” (BCD 16354) or “The Ballad of Johnny
Horton” (BCD 16384). On July 11, 1996, KWKH paid tribute to Tillman
Franks at the Harrah’s Casino Pavilion and among the guest were
Claude, Merle Kilgore, Norm and Homer Bailes, Bob Sullivan and Cliffie
Stone.
A nice CD titled “A Cowboy in the White House” (a song co-written with
Tillman and Brother Joe Price) came in June 2003 on Sun SCD-1040.
Here you find true country music with fiddle and steel guitar produced by
Mark Chamness. That’s the kind of music liked by Bill Mack, the Satellite
Cowboy, and all those who dig spirited, heartfelt and sincere country
songs. Far away from the fast video products and the “one shoot” raising
cable TV stars. Of course, shades of Johnny Horton are here with “Sink
The Bismarck” and “North To Alaska”. “I’m Building A Bridge” is a
beautiful song co-written with Virginia Franks while “Watchman” was the fruit of a collaboration with
Mack Vickery.
At 84 years old, he was back in the Municipal Auditorium in Shreveport on February 11th for a
special Louisiana Jamboree. It was a welcome tribute to him ‘cause he should have been better off
if he would have moved to Nashville. But, he said, he just couldn’t leave Shreveport. It’s his home
and he loved that town. Just like his old friend Tillman Franks who passed away on October 26,
2006.
In March 2006 a live CD was issued on Goliath 60308 titled “Claude King Live!” recorded on stage
in Wheeling, West Virginia, with the Cotton Dan Band led by David Daniels. Here Claude goes on
his classics such as “Tiger Woman”, “Little Bitty Heart” and “Wolverton Mountain”, not forgetting to
pay tribute to Johnny Horton with three songs from his best friend’s repertoire. In February 11, 2007,
he put his hand prints and his boot prints in a concrete block that was added to the Greater
Shreveport Chamber of Commerce’s Walk of Stars. The next induction on the Shreveport Walk of
Fame was Gentleman Jim Reeves on Saturday August 11, 2007. The city’s Mayor Cedric Glover
proclaimed a day to honour Claude and a special Louisiana Jamboree at the Shreveport Municipal
Auditorium was held the same day to pay tribute to Claude King. Hosted by Frank Page and Norman
Bale that show has Ana Taylor, Donna Ray, and James Burton as guests. Backed by the Cotton
Dan Band, Claude goes on “Tiger Woman”, “Laura (What’s He Got That I Ain’t Got)”, “He Ain’t
Country”, “North To Alaska” before going on “You Give Me Your Love” dedicated to his wife standing
on stage. Buddy Attaway’s sister came from California for the celebration that ended with
“Wolverton Mountain” and “I Saw The Light”. The performance is available on DVD from Goliath.
In December 2007, the 84 year old Country singer was back in the studio in Bossier City, Louisiana
recording “The Cajun Cowboy Rides Again”, with the support of guitar wizard James Burton and two
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members of the Cotton Dan Band, for Sonny records. Here
he composed a tribute song for the Louisiana Hayride’s
60th Birthday that will catch with all the 50’s country music
nostalgic. Come on along, everybody, come along… We’re
gonna have a wonderful time at the Louisiana Hayride. I
sure had it with that recitation about Hank Williams, Johnny
Cash, Buddy Attaway, Felton Pruett, Sonny Trammell,
Norman Bailes, Kitty Wells, Tillman Franks… Even Elvis
Presley’s “Don’t Be Cruel” finds its way here with the
superb picking of James Burton and nice chorus. “Hey
Good Lookin’” and “Wolverton Mountain” complete that
nostalgic trip on the early days of Country music when
KWKH’s “Louisiana Hayride” was challenging with Buddy Attaway
Claude
Nashville’s WSM “Grand Ole Opry” and Dallas’ KRLD “Big
D Jamboree”. In 2008 Claude was the recipient of a day of celebration and tribute by the Louisiana
Hayride to celebrate not only his 85th birthday, but a new recording he debuted on the show from
his new album "The Cajun Cowboy Rides Again."
But that record deals not only with nostalgic recitation as proven by “The Cajun Cowboy”, a two-step
twist with nice fiddle part. The most surprising was to hear Claude get back with his 1957 only
Rockabilly waxing “Run Baby Run” and trying to get back to that style at 85 years old seems to be
impossible. Here the gang won the challenge and that 1.33 minute cut with heavy slap bass and
incisive guitar licks is a winner. That version with James Burton on guitar is even more powerful than
the original cut. Hats off, Claude, here you beat flat many current Rockabilly bands who don’t reach
85 years packing all the band members’ living years all together. Claude also recorded a new
version of “Got The World By The Tail”, a song that was revived by Charlie Thompson for “Trial”
records in Sweden. Charlie Thompson, a young country cat from UK, is the true musical son of
Webb Pierce, George Jones, Faron Young, Dave Rich and Jimmy and Johnny. His recording of “Got
The World by The Tail” is even more Hillbilly than Claude’s new one.
In February 24, 2008, Claude hosted a Birthday show at the Shreveport Municipal Auditorium. Being
85 years old, he said: “Last year was great. This time it will be even better. It’s getting to be fun
again. I’m enjoying it”. Also on the bill were Margaret Lewis Warwick, Judy Long, Donna Ray and
other artists. Diane Diekman was also there to sign her excellent book about Faron Young titled
“Live Fast, Love Hard: The Faron Young Story”. By then Claude was talking about doing a gospel
album with James Burton. In May of 2011, Claude King got a visit from Jerry K. Green who recorded
also for Specialty in 1952 and was a Louisiana Hayrider, sometimes coming to Shreveport with The
Maddox Brothers and Rose. Jerry was back in Shreveport to pay a visit to Virginia Franks, Tillman’s
widow.
In 1959, Tillman had asked Jerry to write a song for Horton about a WW II U.S. airplane found in the
Libyan Desert in May 1958, by an oil exploration team. The plane was a B-24 Bomber named “Lady
Be Good” lost on its way back from a mission to bomb Naples, Italy in April 1943. In May 1959, a
small investigation team was sent and they found bodies and clothing remains. It was a Life
Magazine cover story which Tillman thought would be a good story song for Johnny. The song might
have been titled The Desert Ghost. Jerry was then working at KTAL-TV in Shreveport from August
1961 to January 1962 and met Tillman and Claude quite a few times.
Claude’s last CD showcased more than 73 years of musical work and passion for music and
Louisiana. It was a nice tribute to all his long gone friends like Johnny Horton, Merle Kilgore, Tommy
Tomlinson and Tillman Franks. That was also a testimony of love for those still around… James
Burton, Sonny Trammell, Sonny Harville, Virginia Franks and, of course, his loving wife of 67 years,
Barbara. Margaret Warwick, owner of the Louisiana Hayride trademark, recalled him as “A legend
in the Louisiana music industry, one of the greatest songwriters and a wonderful friend having a gift
for melody and lyrics that was definable. Someone who had a personal style that was all his own”.
Nothing to add to that fine and friendly statement.

THE END
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If you are blessed with a name like Arlen Varden, then two career
choices are obvious. You could become a science fiction writer (see
Vargo Staten, Algys Budrys, Groff Conklin) or you could become a
rockabilly singer (check Huelynn Duval, Onie Wheeler, Alvis Wayne).
Fortunately for Rock’n’Roll, Arkansas’ Arlen had no taste for fantasy
or warbling, and instead chose a third way – running a record label
that bore his name, from the late 50s into the sixties.
The sub-title of this collection is The Vaden Records Story and it is
the most consistent small label overview of its ilk. There are 35
tracks, and not a duff’n among ‘em. That is not to say these are
cookie-cutter, erm, cuts, because they vary from pounding piano led
Rock’n’Roll to near-hillbilly.
Among the unfamiliar tracks are a couple of Rock’n’Roll standards no serious fan can live without.
These are the late Larry Donn’s immortal Honey Bun, and Joyce Green’s much-covered Black
Cadillac. If you know these, and you should, then be aware there are 33 more tracks that meet that
standard of unsurpassable Rock’n’Roll.
The opener, the flip of Honey Bun on 45, Larry Donn’s That’s What I Call a Ball, sets the pace, and
he passes the ball to Johnny Moore, Bobby Lee Trammel, Bobby Brown, Chuck Comer, Bobby
Crafford, Ray Baker, and others, and they run with it.
Bobby Crafford (amazingly, pronounced Crawford) played Hemsby 51 this autumn with Sonny
Burgess and he has lost none of the vocal chops that make his take on Chuck Berry’s Wee Wee
Hours, included here, such a masterful work.
Teddy Redell is a particular favourite of mine, a man who took his influences from the same sources
as Jerry Lee Lewis, but worked in parallel with the Killer rather than aping his pumping piano style.
Thus we have not one but two versions of Knocking on the Backside, the excellent Before It Began,
and Judy, later covered by Elvis Presley, no less.
If any of the A-sides collated here had been put out by a major label, they would no doubt have
burned up the Billboard charts, but these were Arkansas artists on an Arkansas label so success
gave them a swerve, but great songs and performances, and spot-on production values put some
contemporary hits of the day to shame.
Copious sleeve-notes by compiler Dave Travis and period pictures add up to a high value package
that should be on every Rock’n’Roll fan’s list for Santa.
John Howard

Veteran swing and jazz singer Jackson Sloan has assembled a sterling cast of crack musicians and
guests for this, his first band offering since he left the outfit he founded Oo-Bop-Sh’Bam.
While Jackson’s reputation and profile has climbed since the split, the rest of that five year old
combo seem to have foundered, proving they needed the lofty singer more than he needed them.
Not only has Jackson got one of the most distinctive voices on the swing dance and Rock’n’Roll
circuit, he is also a talented songwriter, a fact obscured by the need of a retro band like this to keep
one eye on the dance-floor. Here, we have the best of both worlds, mainly uptempo danceable
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material, but new songs from Jackson’s pen rather than the Louis Prima
re-treads favoured by so many ploughing the same musical furrow.
Top vocal group The Metrotones are featured guests on the first track,
Don’t Run Away From My Love, who doo-wah to great effect on this and
three other cuts, but there are other respected names who add lustre to
the proceedings, recorded, as the title suggests, at Shack Studios in
rural Essex.
Jackson first came to prominence as a teenager fronting Rent Party,
one of the first UK outfits to take their inspiration from West Coast
sax-and-piano jump blues of the forties and early fifties rather than the
guitar dominated Delta blues that sparked the British blues boom of the sixties.
Playing alongside Jackson in Rent Party was Steve “West” Weston, now an admired singer and
harmonica player, and he returns to Jackson’s side for a Latin-inflected cut entitled Across the
Border. He also appears on maybe the strongest track on the collection, Ghost Train, now viewable
on a YouTube video, filmed on a train travelling down Southend Pier, of all places.
Chanteuse Laura B., still just a Jools Holland Later appearance away from stardom, blends vocally
just beautifully with Jackson on a number entitled Same Old Suit, while perhaps the most unlikely
collaborator is pedal steel professor, Vic Collins. But, once more, the fit is a perfect on a catchy
number entitled Kickin’ Up the Dust.
The final guest to get a name-check is veteran saxophone player Graeme Turner, and he deserves
it for his contribution to Small Town Girl.
With a run time of 36 minutes, the enjoyable collection may leave you wanting more, but with the
move back to vinyl, anticipate more 12 track CDs, the perfect length for an LP. Remember those?
They, and indeed, Jackson Sloan and his fine band The Rhythmtones, are on their way back.
1/ DON’T RUN AWAY FROM MY LOVE--FEATURING THE METROTONES.
2/ CAN’T FIND A WAY
3/ MY CHANCE HAS GONE
4/ SAME OLD SUIT--- FEATURING LAURA B
5/ ACROSS THE BORDER--- FEATURING WEST WESTON
6/ I FORGOT TO REMEMBER--- FEATURING THE METROTONES
7/ KICKIN’ UP THE DUST--- FEATURING VIC COLLINS
8/ BIG TALK
9/ SMALL TOWN GIRL--- FEATURING GRAEME TURNER
10/ NO NO DON’T DO IT--- FEATURING THE METROTONES
11/ WHY DON’T YOU LET ME KNOW?--- FEATURING THE METROTONES
12/ GHOST TRAIN--- FEATURING WEST WESTON
All songs written by J. Sloan
John Howard

I caught Ray Charles’ UK debut at, if memory serves, the Finsbury Park Astoria in 1963 when his
grandly named “orchestra” performed the first half, and were definitely jazz. Tedious.
The last time I saw Ray was shortly before his death, and he was singing Some Enchanted Evening
from the musical South Pacific and he was definitely middle-of-the-road. I walked.
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But despite his regular off-road jaunts into musical genres I loathe, he
has produced a body of work that includes gems from the fields that
always command my attention – jump blues, Rock’n’Roll and gospel.
His take on Nappy Brown’s (Night Time Is) The Right Time was and is
cataclysmic, an earth-shaking classic of the unclassifiable, conflating
gospel and rhythm’n’blues to produce something new.
I had this on a French Atlantic label EP, and its other main track Yes
Indeed, is here but inexplicably not I Had a Dream or That’s Enough but
considering we have a generous 54 tracks over two CDs, with a fine
biographical booklet with pics, you must allow compiler Dave Travis
some latitude when it comes to selection of numbers to include.
All the major hits are here, including What’d I Say, as both mono release and an extended stereo
version, Hallelujah I Love Her So, quickly covered by Eddie Cochran and Peggy Lee, the brilliant
Mess Around, still heard regularly at record hops, his first foray into country music and arguably the
most successful, Hank Snow’s I’m Movin’ On, and his billion-selling take on Hoagy Carmichael’s
Georgia, state anthem of their shared birthplace.
For my money, the most rocking tracks include It Should’ve Been Me, with its arch lyrics, the
hilarious Greenbacks, and Doc Pomus’ Lonely Avenue, which should have provided Marty Wilde
with a hit when he covered it.
Of the tracks that previously escaped my attention, and there are quite a few, You Be My Baby
penned by Doc Pomus, Mort Shuman and Ray himself is a major stand-out and quite a rocker.
I must add that I don’t personally care for Ray’s stodgy takes on WC Handy’s Careless Love or Don
Gibson’s I Can’t Stop Loving You, but there are sufficient goodies here for those who share that view
to make it a worthwhile purchase.
John Howard

I have two single CDs that claim to be Chuck Berry’s Greatest Hits, and
despite a huge overlap, they miss some essential tracks. I also have the
Chuck Berry box-set, and its many volumes reveal how often Chuck
re-wrote himself, putting new lyrics to an existing tune. Interesting, but
hardly essential.
This new offering has 60 tracks, and runs up until 1961, thus missing the
post-prison quartet of hits that he cut on his return to the Chess label, but
otherwise includes everything worthwhile, B-sides, some alternate takes
and some obscurities, instrumentals and album tracks, mostly wisely
chosen.
As such, it comes highly recommended, and if you haven’t listened to much Berry lately, it’s a timely
reminder of how fresh and inventive his lyrics were and are, and what a fine instrumental framework
was built around them. Back in the USA, Almost Grown, Sweet Little Sixteen, and dozens more
encapsulated teenage America in the fifties and, as others have remarked, told us more about the
States than all the American Cultural Centres around the world combined.
He takes us on travels across America, with Bobby Troup’s Route 66, and his own Promised Land,
and the places he names are not random. Why was Mobile, Alabama, chosen as the setting for
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working on the railroad on the CD’s opening track Let It Rock? Mobile was the US centre of the
railroad industry back in the day.
Why did he name-check airline TWA in Brown Eyed Handsome Man? Chuck is from St Louiis, and
Trans World Airlines was headquartered there.
When you hear a live group playing Run Run Rudolph, listen carefully to find out if Santa’s sleigh is
running like a Sabre Jet. Others updated this to Phantom Jet, but not Chuck. Similarly, on Too Much
Monkey Business, Chuck had been originally to Yokahama fighting in the war, but changed the
Japanese setting to Vietnam on later versions.
So dig deep into Chuck’s words, and you will find the experience rewarding. Or you can just listen
to it for fun, and maybe have a dance.
One of the most outstanding alternate takes is Johnny B. Goode, which really allows guest piano
player Lafayette Leake to stretch out and show what he could do. Who was Johnny B. Goode?
Chuck’s family home was on Goode Avenue, Johnny appears in 19 other Berry numbers, so we can
take a guess.
John Howard

This is much more than yet another Greatest Hits collection, although all
the million sellers are present and correct, in sound quality that matches
the original 78s.
A massive 64 tracks on two CDs, it gathers together not only the
Speciality label material but also Richard’s recordings from Mercury,
Peacock, RCA, Republic, Keen and Little Star labels and includes both
straight Rock’n’Roll, jump blues and gospel material, but don’t let that
put you off, since Richard’s sacred offerings often rock like the clappers.
Joy Joy Joy (Down in My Heart), Ride On King Jesus, and He Got What
He Wanted might have spiritual roots but Richard’s infectious attack
would have you throwing diamond rings off Sydney Harbour Bridge, if you had any.
Little Richard’s Boogie, a club favourite for some years, was the result of Richard recording
pre-fame in Houston with Johnny Otis producing and playing vibes, released on the Peacock label
and bootlegged and re-released many times since. But those two Texas sessions resulted in many
more tracks that were the equal of his biggest sellers, and there’s a whole slew of them here to
delight.
Also included are some obscurities that feature Richard’s distinctive keyboard work, notably cuts by
Christine Kittrell on vocals, an instrumental by producer Bumps Blackwell and otherwise uncredited
later recordings with his former band The Upsetters. I had believed Don “Pretty Boy” Covay was the
singer on these tracks, but listening again, and checking the evidence, it is indisputably Richard
himself.
So, if you already have Ready Teddy, Lucille, The Girl Can’t Help It, Tutti Frutti and the rest (and
you should have), this is still an incredibly worthwhile addition to your collection thanks to those
otherwise difficult to find tracks, hunted down by ace compiler Dave Travis.
Some of my own Richard favourites, Milky White Way, and King of Rock’n’Roll, for instance, are
beyond the scope of this release, but that doesn’t detract from what is one of the most
comprehensive, cross-label compilations to feature The Quasar of Rock’n’Roll.
John Howard
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. The Mary Kaye Trio appeared in a 1956 Fender advertisement and the guitar with its blond finish
and gold hardware became known as the Mary Kaye Stratocaster. A limited edition has been
produced and Mary has signed 500 certificates of authentication. However the only time Mary
played the Strat was during the ad photo shoot, and during the 1950’s movie filming of “Cha Cha
Cha Boom”. Kaye normally played one of her three D’Angelico guitars which are worth more than
$14k. Mary originally started playing the ukulele and took to the guitar where she discovered the
additional E and A strings. Source: Joshua Primack, The News 13.7.2005
2. O.C. Smith born June 21, 1936 in Louisiana, died in November of a heart attack in Los Angeles.
He was a minister at the City of Angels Church of Religious Science in Los Angeles since 1985. He
began his musical career as a jazz violinist, then worked in country and r‘n’b. Smith replaced Joe
Williams as the lead singer for the Count Basie band in the early 1960s, and had a hit with “Hickory
Holler’s Tramp.” His biggest hit was “Little Green Apples,” recorded with Roger Miller and Patti
Page. The song won a Grammy in 1968 for song of the year, and best country song, and was No 2
on the Pop and R&B charts. Source: Las Vegas-Review, 24.11.2001
3. Revenant Records, an Austin, Texas label founded by the late guitarist John Fahey, has released
a 7 CD box set titled “Screamin’ and Hollerin’ the Blues: The Worlds of Charley Patton.” The set
weighs 7lbs and retails for about $175 in most stores. It contains all 50 recordings made between
1929 and his death from heart failure in 1934, and nearly a dozen he played on or “possibly” played
on. Lyrics are included. There is also a disc devoted to Patton’s peers including Ma Rainey and
Furry Lewis. There is a paperbound copy of Fayhey’s 1970 master’s thesis on Patton. Source:
Robert Hillburn, Las Vegas-Review Journal, 8.2.2002
4. “Alligator” is black slang from the 1930s for a music fan but not a musician. So says Bruce Iglauer
the owner of Chicago based Alligator Records which started 25 years ago and has produced 175
blues albums. 28 Alligator albums have been nominated for Grammy awards and two won, Clifton
Chenier’s 1982 “I’m Here” and the 1985 “Showdown” a collaboration between Albert Collins, Robert
Cray and Johnny Copeland. Iglauer became interested in the blues in 1966 after seeing Mississippi
Fred McDowell. In 1971 he was working for Delmark Records and started Alligator with a $2500
inheritance. Source: Joel Stashenko, L.V Review-Journal 10.12.1996
5. Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown’s music is pure Americana, a blend of blues, jazz, big band and
Texas swing, “and don’t forget country Cajun and bluegrass”. First gleaned at the knee of his
musician father. Gatemouth, 68, never got rich, but remained faithful to his terms, using the name
of his latest album “Standing My Ground” to enforce the point. As a law enforcement officer, first in
Farmington, N.M. and now in Louisiana, he carries a .38 Smith & Wesson gun wherever he goes
just in case he needs to make a citizen’s arrest. Brown plays the Sunset Park with his band “Gate’s
Express”. Source: David Renzi. Las Vegas Sun, 15.5.1992
6. Clarence “Gatemouth” Brown was born in Louisiana and raised in Texas, but does not accept that
fact for his musical accomplishment of a diverse range of music genres. He learned Cajun and
bluegrass as a youth, but his main influences are Count Basie and Duke Ellington. Brown fronted a
band in the 1940s, but moved to Nashville in the 1960s to head a house band for a syndicated r’n’b
show called “The Beat”. After dabbling in country, Brown moved to New Mexico in the late 1960s.
Brown plays the Clark County Craft Fair & Rib Burn Off in Sunset Park today in Las Vegas. Source:
Mike Weatherford, Las Vegas Review-Journal, 15.5.1992
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7. Hotel/casino tipping guide in Las Vegas: Bartenders $1 per round for parties of 2-4, more for
larger groups. Bellman: $2-5 depending if you will need services or advice during your stay. Change
Girls: If a machine fills your paper cup, remember who gave you your lucky coins. Cocktail
Waitresses: $1 a round for parties of 2-4, more for larger groups. Hotel Maids: $1 per day at the
conclusion of your stay. Pool Attendant: 50 cents to $1 for towels, cots etc. Restaurant Waiters:
15-20% applies. Room Service: 15-20% applies. Taxicab Drivers: $1-2 for a direct route, more if you
feel the driver is friendly and helps with luggage. Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal, 15.5.1992
8. ““Louie Louie” occupies a special place in the pop culture pantheon” says author Dave Marsh
discussing his book of the same name, price $19.99, publisher: Hyperion. The song launched 1000
covers including 300 recorded versions by such performers as Floyd Cramer and the Rice
University Marching Owls. The FBI spent 30 months investigating the lyrics and the results went to
J. Edgar Hoover. “unintelligible at any speed”. Richard Berry, the singer/composer wrote the song
on the back of a bag after hearing Rene Touzet’s “El Loco Cha Cha”. Source: Brad Webber,
Chicago Tribune/Las Vegas Review-Journal 29.8.1993
9. “Louie Louie” according to Richard Berry was never dirty, and Gary “U.S”. Bonds confirms that
remains the verdict for his 1961 no. 1 hit “A Quarter To Three”. Apparently there is a phrase that
was murmured at the start of the song during the sounds of a party, and every kid who listened to it
that summer thought he or she could discern those words. Bonds, when interviewed, repeated those
words, although slightly different, but then denied these oft quoted words are in there. He said his
mother was at the recording and “Do you think I would say something like that in front of my
mother?” Source: Bob Green, Chicago Tribune, 7.9.1994
10. 14 year old Rafael Ferrer was pronounced dead at Barstow Community Hospital about two
hours after a 7.30 a.m. crash in Barstow, when the Jeep his mother Mary Wilson was driving hit a
freeway meridian and overturned. Mary was the only member of the Supremes to stay with the
group from its 1959 inception to its break-up in 1977. Diana Ross left in 1969. Mary was injured but
her injuries were not thought to be serious. The mother and son were travelling from Los Angeles
to Nevada, and San Bernardino County Deputy Coroner Monika Padilla said Mary may have fallen
asleep at the wheel. Source: Las Vegas Review Journal, 31.1.1994
11. Cornell Gunter and the Coasters are performing at the Flamingo Hilton Casino Lounge through
March 9. Their performance includes their hits, Platters classics, Top 40 melodies and a tribute to
Elvis Presley. Gunter, the lead performer and an original member of the then un-named Platters,
has more than 80 gold records, including “Yakety Yak”, “Poison Ivy”, “Charlie Brown” and “Little
Egypt”. He teamed with the Coasters for a new album “Here’s Cornell Gunter & The Coasters – 89”.
Four of the songs were arranged by Quincy Jones. During the year the Coasters performed at the
40th anniversary of Atlantic Records. Source: Los Angeles Times, 26.2.1989
12. Carl Gardner was born in Tyler, Texas 29.4.28, joined the Army, and arrived in Los Angeles in
the early 1950s with a dream of being a big band singer. In 1954 he joined the Robins as lead tenor
recording “Smokey Joe’s Café” and “Riot In Cell Block No. 9” on Leiber & Stoller’s Spark label. He
and Bobby Nunn, Billy Guy and Leon Hughes plus guitarist Adolph Jacobs formed the Coasters in
1955. Sang lead on “Down In Mexico” in 1956, and Gardner was the Barker at the beginning of
“Little Egypt”. In 1993 Carl had cancer of the larynx then a stroke in 1994 and retired in 2005. Died
2011 from heart failure. Source: Dennis McLellan, L.A. Times, 14.6.2011
13. Gardner was 83 when he died, cause of death included vascular dementia. He was inducted
into the Rock and Roll Hall Of Fame in 1987 and was married to Veta for 24 years. Carl always held
the rights to the group’s name and his son Carl Gardner Jnr. took over as lead singer when his father
retired. The Coasters had 14 songs on the R&B charts, and 8 of them crossed over to the pop Top
40. Their hits included “Searchin’”, “Poison Ivy”, “Young Blood”, and their single “Yakety Yak”
reached No. 1 on the Billboard Hot 100 following its 1958 release. It also spent 7 weeks as the No.
1 rhythm & blues song, Source: Las Vegas Review-Journal 19.6.2011

Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music

It's holiday season in New Orleans from the time Halloween kicks off, all the way into
Jazz Fest! October gave us many festivals and fairs including the Ponderosa Stomp,
the New Orleans Film & Video Festival, the Gretna Heritage Festival, Oktoberfest,
Halloween and more. With November, there arrived some cooler weather (but not
much!), and more Louisiana fun-times with music always in the mix. November saw
the Black Pot Festival in Lafayette, the Celebration of the Giant Omelette in Abbeville,
the Cracklin' Festival in Port Barre, the Renaissance Festival in Hammond,
Southdown Fall Festival in Houma, the Frog Festival in Rayne, the Swamp Pop Music
Festival in Robert, The LA Swine Festival in Basile, Sugar Day in Alexandria, the
Pecan Festival in Colfax, the Cypress Swamp Fest in Westwego, the Harvest Festival
in Moss Bluff, the 3 Rivers Art Festival in Covington, the Fall Festival in Destrehan,
and the Atchafalaya Basin Festival in Henderson. Just in New Orleans for November,
popular festivals that were enjoyed included the Mirliton Festival, the Fringe Festival,
LadyFest, the Swamp Festival at the Audubon Zoo, and the PoBoy Festival. Also,
November kicked off some early state-wide Christmas festivities with the Cajun
Christmas in Lafayette, the Christmas Tree Farm Festival in Grant, the Christmas
Wonderland in the Pines in Jonesboro, and Christmas in New Orleans in nearby
Kenner. This was also a rare year that the USA's Thanksgiving Day and Hanukkah
fell on the exact same day of November 28, 2013.
Holidays are big in Louisiana, like most other places, and Christmas time is obviously
no exception. Bonfires on the River are always a spectacular treat and tradition that
include the Laura Plantation Bonfire in Vacherie, the Creole Christmas Bonfire at
Magnolia Mound Plantation, Christmas Eve Bonfires on the Levee at Lutcher and
Gramercy, and the Bonfire on the Levee at Oak Alley in Vacherie, to list a few. There's
also celebrations, including music, at the Baton Rouge Christmas Parade, the Village
of Lights in Fisher, the Festival of Lights in Natchitoches, Christmas in Roseland in
Shreveport, Madewood Christmas Heritage in Napoleonville, St. Lucy Festival of
Lights in St. Martinville, Mile Branch Pioneer Christmas in Franklinton, Christmas in
the Country in St. Francisville, and the Christmas Celebration & Gumbo Cookoff in
Morganza, among many more. The Celebration in the Oaks is annually in New
Orleans as is Christmas Caroling in Jackson Square. Meanwhile, boat parades are
spread throughout the Pelican State where there are waterways, with the Bayou
Christmas Boat Parade in LaRose, the Christmas Boat Parade in Bourg, and the
Christmas Bayou Boat Parade in Delcambre, among others.
Musicians on the local NOLA scene for holiday time include Glen David Andrews,
Armand St. Martin, David Doucet of Beausoleil, Lionel Ferbos, Otis Bazoon, Gerald
French & the Original Tuxedo Jazz Band, Chicken Waffles, Christmas New Orleans
Style with Opera Creole, the Charmaine Neville Band, Jazz Vipers, the Treme Brass
Band, Wendell Brunious, Rebirth Brass Band, the Preservation Hall-Stars featuring
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Shannon Powell, Christmas New Orleans Style with the Franklin Avenue Baptist
Church Mass Choir, Walter Wolfman Washington & the Roadmasters, Norbert &
Albani, Swing-A-Roux, Lars Edegran & Topsy Chapman, the Zion Harmonizers,
Delfeayo Marsalis & Uptown Jazz Orchestra, St. Louis Slim & the Frenchmen St. Jug
Band, Tony Seville, Carl LeBlanc Jazz Trio, the Blues Masters featuring Big Al
Carson, the James Rivers Movement, the Soul Rebels, Paul Sanchez, Leroy
Thomas, The Ladies of Jazz, Cajungrass, and WWOZ's 33rd Birthday Bash featuring
Hot 8 Brass Band.
Treme, the award-winning television series set in New Orleans will wrap up on
December 29, 2013 with its final episode. Armand St. Martin's original song,
"Storyville Blues", recorded by Armand St. Martin and his Bayou Bohemians will be
aired in this grand finale episode. "Storyville Blues" is Cut #4 on "Alligator Ball" CD,
Patty Lee Records, and can be found on CdBaby. This song was also featured on the
TV-series, "K-Ville", as well as in the indie movie, "Brawler".
The much-touted documentary about deceased New
Orleans pianoman James Booker has been released to
the public, "Bayou Maharajah", by director Lily Keber.
Keber was on hand for her "teaser screening" at the 6th
Annual Sync-Up Conference Festival showcasing
documentaries, filmmakers and panelists during Jazz
Fest last spring at the New Orleans Museum of Art. As
it turned out, the teaser was that there was "no
screening" of "Bayou Maharajah" but Keber fielded
questions with answers about her now-recent release
which is receiving rave reviews centered upon this
brilliant but offbeat pianoman, who is yet another
New Orleans Pianoman Armand famous face and name to go down in New Orleans
St. Martin and director Lily Keber music annals as a musician to "absolutely remember".
at NOMA (photo Patty Lee)

Scrolling back: With the 2013 Ponderosa Stomp
Concerts held October
4th and 5th at Rock 'n' Bowl, plus the Record Show,
October 3-5 at the Wyndham Riverfront New Orleans,
the Conference on October 3rd and 4th also at the
Wyndham Riverfront New Orleans, and the Hip Drop VI
on October 3rd at the D.B.A. on Frenchmen Street,
music activities at the Stomp were provided non-stop.
Armand St. Martin was the guest pianoman for the
house band, Los Po-Boy-Citos, on the first evening at
Rock 'n' Bowl for legends Baby Washington, Maxine
Brown, and Chris Clark, and also with the house band
Lil' Buck Sinegal for legend Charles Brimmer. All total,
Armand learned 35 songs on three instruments for
these four artists.
For Charles Brimmer's set, Armand played Hammond
Organ. Says Armand, "I think Charles is the
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Armand St. Martin, Charles
Brimmer, backstage
(photo Patty Lee)

personification of soul with dignity. These characteristics came through readily to the
audience and playing Hammond Organ in support of him was the perfect choice for
his type of expression." Brimmer was by far the most polished act as a performer
throughout both nights at the Stomp. His song, "God Blessed Our Love" was
dedicated to his wife of 46 years, Andrea Domino Brimmer (one of Fats Domino's
daughters.) Brimmer told the audience, "For every station that played this song, it
went to #1!" Armand adds, "Charles is a real star, with wonderful sincere patter. He
was a joy to work with. I really enjoyed the opportunity to play the Hammond with
Charles. I could play his music all day long." Armand adds, "After the show, Charles
thanked me for 'pulling the band together behind him'." Meanwhile, Andrea and Patty
caught up with each other and chatted over dinner in the Green Room before Charles'
set began.

Armand St. Martin on Baby
Washington's set
(photo Patty Lee)

Armand performed on piano and organ for Baby
Washington. "I thought she was elegant and a
pleasure to work with. She had a variety of 'feels'
ranging from straight-ahead rock and roll on 'Work
Out', to her 1950's 6/8 in 'Nobody Cares' to Farfisa
pop in 'Handful of Memories', then a slow 6/8 in 'The
Bells' and also a 6/8 with her 1958 Neptune Records
hit 'The Time', then she even added a cha-cha feel in
'Leave Me Alone'." Armand recounts, "Baby
Washington's 'That's How Heartaches are Made' was
a Brill Building polished type of pop song with the
unusual three measure intro and turnaround."

For Maxine Brown, Armand played piano and organ.
"She sang a couple of good standards which I
enjoyed performing," Armand tells, "since they were songs I was most familiar with
and have played often ('Hold On I'm Coming', 'Piece of My Heart', and 'Something
You Got')." Brown's hits such as "It's Gonna Be Alright", and "All in My Mind" were
crowd-pleasers. Armand adds, "The Carole King song which was Maxine's big hit, 'Oh
No Not My Baby' was my favorite of her songs
throughout the night along with 'Cry Together' and
'Funny'." Armand describes how "during the rehearsal
of 'Piece of My Heart', Maxine suddenly decided she
wanted the arpeggiated piano intro to sound 'just like
the recording!' But the written music that I had received
to learn just said, 'piano ad lib solo.' I was excited to get
a short solo for this intro. But in the rehearsal the sax
player happened to have the actual recording on his
cell phone. Maxine played it to me over the cell which I
could barely hear. That's rock and roll! I learned it."
Chris Clark also had Armand play piano and organ.
"Chris' music tended to be upbeat, grooves, and classic
Motown feel," Armand says. "Also, she performed a
Ray Charles feel on 'Head to Toe' and on 'Do Right
Baby', a sultry Watermelon Man groove. There was a
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Chris Clark in concert
(photo by Patty Lee)

rocker called, 'Love's Gone Bad', where I played another Farfisa sound which was a
lot of fun. In 'I Wanna Go Back There Again', it was pure Motown. We wrapped up her
set with her rousing and rocking finale, 'Do I Love You'. Even though she was nursing
a bad cold, she was very likable on and off stage," Armand shares. "We had a good
repertoire. She told me afterwards how much she appreciated how I made her feel
comfortable and happy when she was performing."
"Behind the Curtain" for the Ponderosa Stomp 2013 Videos featuring Charles
Brimmer, Richard Caiton, Lynn August, James Alexander, the Sonics, Swamp Dogg,
Chris Montez, The Baunga Dyns, the Standells, Chris Clark, Baby Washington, and
Maxine Brown, can be found at: this link. The Stomp 2013 was jam-packed with
legends both nights to a full-house each date.
The Memphis-born Spencer Wiggins performed an
exceptional show with the most impressive voice at
the Stomp. His singles up to 1973 included,
"Lover's Crime", "Old Friend", "Walking Out On
You", "That's How Much I Love You", "Anything
You Do is Alright", "Feed the Flame", "I'd Rather
Go Blind", and "Once in a While", to list a few.
Many say "Wiggins is one of the greatest unknown
soul singers of all time." Wiggins saw Armand
perform and talked with Armand about playing
piano for him at a future date.
Armand St. Martin, Spencer Wiggins,
California-born, Chris Montez performed a great
backstage
set of his hits. He's
(photo by Patty Lee)

known for his 1962
gold record hit,
"Let's Dance" that hit the UK charts at #2 while #4 in the
US, followed by another gold record, "Some Kinda Fun"
in 1963 which charted in the UK at #10. "The More I
See You" in 1966 charted #3 in the UK. His other
charted singles include, "Call Me", "There Will Never
Be Another You", "Love is Here to Stay", and "Time
After Time", to list a few. When the Beatles opened for
him in London and in several other English venues,
Montez was quoted to have commented, "Who are
these guys The Beatles? I try to keep up with the Armand St. Martin and Chris
British scene, but I don't know their work."
Montez, backstage (photo by
Patty Lee)

In the Big Easy, there's always some kind of music and music news going on
somewhere all the time...

so stay tuned...
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Hi Gang,
At least twice a year a batch of around a dozen CDs drops on to the
doormat here at TFTW HQ, along with an often long and always
informative letter, dispatched from north of Ireland from one of its
most famous residents. I refer of course to our good friend, both
personal and to us all at TFTW, whose articles have spasmodically
popped up within these pages over the past thirteen years of our
existence, Breathless Dan.
Thank you Dan for all the fantastic CDs you have sent me, often on my office stereo as I conduct
business with all things for which we are associated.
I too obviously enjoy reading all that you send, sorry often time doesn't allow for a natter on the
phone, as we all know sometimes these calls can run in to several hours. Any time you feel in the
mood for knocking out an article or two again for us, naturally we will be happy to receive them.
Thank you again Dan for the shiny discs which are indeed much appreciated. No doubt our rockin’
paths will cross again at some point during 2014.
Season’s greetings and a healthy, carefree and happy 2014 folks. Thank you again for another year
of your fantastic support.

Our traditional Christmas gang meet up will be on Monday 30th December
at the following venues...
Drinks from 18.00hrs at the Lyceum Tavern (upstairs bar),
354 The Strand WC2R 0HS
(Charing Cross/Covent Garden/Temple Tube)
A table has been booked at the Strand Carvery for 19.45.
Exeter Street, Covent Garden WC2R 0JJ
Our festive meet-ups are always great fun and a crackling way
to lose your Christmas blues.
Crackers and hats provided. Everybody welcome.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.
December 2013
8
Sunday
Mike Sanchez
Top British R&B singer/keyboard player who is guaranteed to entertain.
100 Club
£14.50
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22
Sunday
Ducks Deluxe
Old pub-rock band playing at a time suitable for old pub-rock fans.
The Half Moon, Putney
Doors 1.30 pm£10
28
Saturday
Cliff & The Cavaliers
A familiar face at this new venue for the Sydenham Blues Club.
The Grape & Grain, Crystal Palace Collection
January 2014
20
Monday
Sturgill Simpson
‘Authentic’ country suitable for fans of James Hand and Dale
Watson.
The Slaughtered Lamb
£9.50 + fees
30
Thursday
Paul Jones & Dave Kelly
‘Regular British blues duo performing with wit, panache and a deep
respect for the roots of the music’.
The Half Moon, Putney
£15 adv
£17 door
February 2014
7
Friday
Bill Callahan
Singer-songwriter with a devoted set of fans. Recommended to me by
a Dutch barman.
Royal Festival Hall £17.50 - £22.50

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556
Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick
Huggins

8
Saturday
Marty Wilde & The Wild Cats
A rare small venue appearance awakes the man from the endless
tours of theatres.
The Half Moon, Putney
£18 + fees
March 2014
9
Sunday
The Impressions
A third London appearance in three years. This must be
what soul heaven is like.
Islington Assembly Hall
£29.50 + fees
30
Sunday
Darrell Scott & Danny Thompson
Excellent American singer-songwriter and British bassist
in repeat of last year’s exceptional gig as part of the
latter’s seventy-fifth birthday celebrations.
The Half Moon, Putney
£15 + fees
31
Monday
Eric Bibb & Danny Thompson
Folk-blues artist joining in the celebrations.
The Half Moon, Putney
£20 + fees

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan
Olofsson, Erik Petersson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden
Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com
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Roots Music Magazine & Promotions
Social Networking Group presents on
SUNDAY 26th JANUARY 2014

2is Reunion/British Rock'n'Roll Heritage Show No
at

9

The Borderline

Manette Street, off Charing Cross Road, London W1D 4AR
nearest tube Tottenham Court Road/Leicester Square
Featuring

Chris Andrews

You’ve seen those fantastic clips on YouTube from ‘Oh Boy’, now see Chris
for real, live and rockin’, at a rare and exclusive London show.

Mike Berry
Back by huge popular demand after last year’s 2is show No 8, we
can all expect another superlative performance from this legendary
Rock’n’Roll performer.

Jimmy Powell
A much anticipated and talked about return to a London
stage for this ‘Sugar Babe’ and ‘Tom Hark’ hit maker.

Buddy Britten

Sam Hardie

‘Long Gone Baby’ and ‘Money’
have been tearing up those
Rock’n’Roll dance-floors for a
while. Welcome back to rockin’
after too long a break.

One of the true greats of
Mersey beat, a piano
playing/singing legend since
1957. A rare London show not
to be missed.

The fantastic Tales From The Woods HouseBand
- John Spencely guitar, Claire Hamlin keyboards,
Brian 'Bunter’ Clark drums, Robb Davis bass, Alex
Bland tenor sax, Sid Phillips baritone sax.

MC ROCKIN’ RICKY STEVENS

DJ JOHN ‘MR ANGRY’ HOWARD

Doors 5pm, live music from 5:15pm until 10:30pm
Tickets on the door

£27

Tales From The Woods
Tel/Fax: 020 8460 6941
Email: TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

in advance
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£24

Woodies

£20

(pay with PayPal via the website)
Mobile: 07941 540574
Web: www.TFTW.org.uk
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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